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JUNE FIELD TRIP - PENMAENMAWR  & MYNYDD PARYS 
 

Saturday morning saw a completely new experience compared to previous WMS 

Field Trips – we all got on a coach and were taken for a guided tour around Penmaenmawr 

Quarry. And what a guide Ron Watkins-Jones proved himself to be! Ron not only had years of 

experience working in Penmaenmawr quarry but it soon became apparent that he had a wealth of 

knowledge about the history of the quarry and the men who worked it for over three centuries. 

With frequent stops to view the industrial archaeology and geology it proved to be a fascinating 

outing. Our thanks to the manager of the quarry, Terry Midgley, for facilitating the event. 

Those of us who were staying at the Dinorben Arms Hotel in Amlwch were charmed 

by its air of a slightly faded Edwardian Travel Lodge but wondered how they would perform on 

the gastronomic expertise at the evening meal. In the event they excelled. Not only did they 

provide us with the exclusive use of their spacious restaurant but one felt that the chef was 

released from the daily grind of Pub Grub to express his pent up culinary dreams - the meal was 

gargantuan in size and aspiration.  

It says much for our two after dinner speakers that they overcame the calorie induced 

torpor that might have descended on the replete diners. First off Ian Cuthbertson used his inside 

 

David James explains the geology of a wet and windy Mynydd Parys to Sue 

Hepplewhite, Jo Culross and Annie Thorogood. 
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knowledge of Anglesey Mining plc gained from his time as its Finance Officer to reflect on the 

recent past of mining at Parys Mountain and consider future prospects of the venture.  It was an 

unusually informative view of geology and mineral prospects from a Finance perspective. We 

then had the traditional IT interval of flickering screens, tangled wires and muttered curses 

before the projector was set up. Once that was completed David James expounded on the deep 

mysteries of Silurian vulcanism and the tormented mineral deposition in a geological 

environment that had no thought for miners in the distant future. The mineral riches are there – 

the problem is finding them. I came to the conclusion it was akin to attempting to predict the 

location of the richest lode of raspberry ripple in a large tub of ice cream. All in all - a splendid 

evening. 

 

Sunday was a glum day as we gathered at Parys Mountain. A number of us took advantage of an 

offer by Olly Burrows and members of the Parys Underground Group for guided underground 

trips. Those of us who are allergic to ochre and sulphuric acid chose to accompany David James 

on an epic voyage through geological time as exposed by centuries of mining. We were led 

through an astonishing landscape of virulent colour while David did a masterclass of exposition 

which neatly complemented the Saturday evening after dinner talks. Despite the occasional 

dampness in the air it was an inspiring six hours that explained so much of the history and future 

of this unique mining site. 

 

Many thanks to David Seabourne and Paul Smyth for organising the weekend and to Ron 

Watkins-Jones, Ian Cuthbertson and David James for providing such a wealth of knowledge. 

David Roe 

 

SEPTEMBER FIELD TRIP – VIVIAN AND SOUTH SNOWDON 

SLATE QUARRIES 
Fewer than a dozen members attended the weekend, perhaps put off by the poor weather which 

was forecast, especially for the Sunday. As it happened, the rain stayed away and an excellent 

two days ensued. 

Saturday was spent on a fairly short, steep but interesting walk around part of 

Dinorwic quarry, examining the A series inclines and the Dre Newydd barracks. The disparity in 

the number of units recorded at the barracks may be explained by the fact that an extra dummy 

chimney has been built in each row, presumably for the sake of symmetry. Thus, counting the 

number of chimneys gives an extra unit on each side. After lunch we moved across to Vivian 

quarry, mainly to see the incline system on its north-west side. The run of inclines are full of 

interest as they retain most of their mechanism, although the structures are deteriorating. We 

were able to see the restored V2 incline in action and completed the day with a visit to the quarry 

hospital. 

On the Sunday, the planned walk to Lliwedd mine was put off until another day, the 

assembled party content to stay at a low level and to have a look at the Hafod y Llan (South 

Snowdon) slate quarry. Although the quarry itself was not a commercial success, the tramway 

through Cwm Llan and its associated inclines are, as Alun John Richards rightly remarks, built 

on an heroic scale and well worth a visit in their own right. On our ramble along the South 

Snowdon tramway, we were able to view the workings of Hafod y Llan copper mine high on the 

opposite side of the cwm and also the stone blocks of the enigmatic Braich yr Oen copper mine 

tramway, too steep to be a horse drawn tramway, but not straight enough to be an incline. 

The quarry itself was of interest, a discussion ensuing in the mill about the location of the 

waterwheel which was subsequently replaced by a turbine. A number of wet levels would repay 

exploration with suitable equipment and an interesting section of Thomas Hughes rail was found. 
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We finished the day with a visit to the Gladstone rock where the Prime Minister of the day, W.E. 

Gladstone, addressed a crowd of 2000 people in 1892, at the opening of the Watkin Path. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

SPRING (INDOOR) MEET 2019  Sunday 24th March 2018 
Hosted by Neil and Jo Culross at Tan y Neuadd, Cwmcamlais, Brecon, LD3 8TE 

 

All members are welcome. Arrive at any time from 10.30 am onwards, when unlimited tea, 

coffee and biscuits will be on offer. The meet provides an opportunity for informal chat and to 

view presentations by fellow members. Please let Neil know if you have a presentation to 

contribute in order for him to arrange the programme. As usual, a digital projector and screen are 

needed, please let Neil know if you can provide them. A camping chair or similar would be 

useful as there is limited seating in the barn where the meeting will be held. 

The usual arrangement of a lunchtime buffet is offered. People requiring this should 

contact Neil by email (cwmrider@gmail.com) by 17th March at the latest and they will be 

informed of price etc. once numbers are known. 

Camping or floor space is available for anyone wishing to arrive on Saturday evening, 

as well as a limited number of beds. 

 

Tan y Neuadd is located at SN 9532 2645. Satnav for LD3 8TE says you have arrived when you 

reach the farm at the top (south) end of the valley. Keep going – Tan y Neuadd is about halfway 

down the valley. WMS direction signs will be placed on the road junctions with the A4215 and 

the A40. 

 
 

 

 

 

Neil Culross, Sue Hepplewhite, John and Sue Hopkinson, Mary and Barry Dupree enjoying the 

sunshine at South Snowdon Slate Quarry. 
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PETER HAY  
Members from the south-east and those with 

an interest in Mid and North Wales will be 

saddened to know that Peter Hay died 

peacefully at the age of 85 on the 7th June. 

I first met Peter in the late 1980’s and it was 

him that introduced me to vertical 

exploration, although I quickly moved on 

from his electron ladders and hemp ropes! 

He was one of life’s characters and 

approached most things he did with the zeal 

of the religious convert. When he got older 

and the tougher trips became too much, he 

took up mineral collecting in a big way. 

When I first met him he was keen to get into 

every mine in North and Mid Wales and 

whilst some will have escaped him he did 

have a pretty good go. 

Prior to his interest in mines he 

had been very interested in railways, a 

passion that continued to the end, and he is 

credited with writing 11 railway books 

together with one on Isambard Kingdom 

Brunel although I think he also acted as a “ghost writer” for some less gifted authors. 

Peter was a tremendous raconteur often regaling people with tales from his time in the 

Navy, when we worked at the Ministry of Transport, or his numerous underground adventures. 

Like all characters he had some adventures over the years. His most notorious must have been 

when he and his younger son fell down a shaft at Minllyn Slate Mine and both sustained broken 

bones. Crawling out on hands and knees through deep water, into darkness in the depths of 

winter, they were fortunately able to call for help and were rescued by helicopter. This has been 

quite a well-kept secret until now but since it is on Peter’s Wikipedia entry the story can be told. 

On another occasion when a group of us from CAT first descended the big shaft at Croesor, and I 

am fairly sure we were the first to do it, he produced a Petzl stop and asked how it should be used 

and after a brief explanation went down the 325’ shaft on it. 

Whilst his Wikipedia entry provides details of what must have been a privileged 

background, at one time he drove an old Reliant Robin. It struggled to keep up with motorway 

speeds but gave plenty of time for shaving, although its off road performance was poor! 

Peter had the “gift of the gab” and talked his way into many mines. I remember going down 

Boulby Potash Mine with him many years ago when you could still do things like this in 

exchange for a couple bottles of whisky. On another occasion when walking back, in full 

underground gear, from a lead mine underneath a metal processing plant in Derbyshire, which 

we knew was on private property, we saw coming towards us four men in full PPE including full 

face visors. This did not look good and I must admit to taking shorter strides at this point so that 

Peter ended up in front. Before the guys could say anything, Peter walked up to the first and said, 

“I’m getting too old for this”, and after a very low key dressing down we were on our way with 

our finders the most disappointed since they had hoped to spend the entire morning, rather than 

just 30 minutes, looking for us. 

Before the days of LED lights many people including Peter had self-made high power 

lights using belt mounted lead acid batteries and hand held lights bought from Halfords and the 
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like. Peter’s was permanently connected by cables which seemed to get him caught up in any 

tight spot at which point “that bloody light” came echoing down the passage. 

He was one of the most regular participants on the Industrial Archaeology course held annually 

at Plas Tan y Bwlch which has been recording the remains of the Welsh Slate Industry for the 

last 48 years, with Peter having attended 34 of them. 

Our thoughts at this time are with his family. 

 

Further details of his life can be found at: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peter_Thomas_Hay 

 

Jon Knowles 

 

PAMELA MORETON (1946-

2018) 
 

Pam was born in Peterborough in March 

1946 and moved first to Stamford and then 

to Leicester with her father’s work. 

She attended Kibworth Grammar School, 

enjoyed all sports and managed to master 

the violin in the school orchestra. On 

leaving school she went on to do a 

secretarial course at college, afterwards 

taking a job at the Leicestershire Fire 

Service Headquarters. During her time 

there she joined the Auxiliary Fire Service 

as a volunteer and became a leading 

firewoman, enjoying the close comradeship 

of this service. She drove a 5 ton “green 

goddess” and spent time on many courses 

on fire and safety operations. 

Pam moved on to do temp work, and it was 

during her stay at quarry engineers Parker 

Plant in Leicester that she met Nigel who was then employed as a technical illustrator. They 

married in 1972. 

In the early 1970s it was Pam and Nigel’s interest in mineral collecting that brought 

them  into the Mid-Wales mining area, renting a cottage on a regular basis for holidays in 

Cwmystwyth for use as a base to explore mines listed in O.T.Jones’ Memoirs, visiting each site 

and “ticking them off like a schoolboy’s train spotter’s book”. 

An early meeting with David Bick when he stayed with the family in Leicester 

prompted her to becoming one of the original WMS members and although limited in the latter 

years to attending WMS meets she always looked forward to the warmth and friendship of its 

members and the many treks across the Welsh countryside. 

At this time Pam worked at the then Leicester Polytechnic, working with the Industrial 

Liaison Officer. Following a gap raising a family, Pam went back to work in the Physics 

department of Leicester University as departmental secretary, working on a range of scientific 

and technical papers. A move back to the newly named De Montfort University saw her holding 

the post, prior to retirement, as School Manager of the school of built environment. 

It was during her time here that she studied and gained a B.A. and went on to do a M.B.A., always 

pushing herself to achieve more. 
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Pam loved to travel and joined Nigel on many of his business trips including to 

Malaysia and China. Holidays were usually centred around the world’s old mining sites, 

travelling across Australia visiting Broken Hill, Coober Pedy, and the goldfields around 

Kalgoorlie, together with the townships and opal fields of Lightening Ridge and the sapphire 

areas of Queensland. Pam was equally happy donning a boiler suit to explore some wet and dirty 

old mine, or collecting minerals on isolated dumps in Scotland, the Lake District or Mid Wales. 

With her sense of adventure, travelling was always something Pam looked forward to, with trips 

to Iceland, Australia, Canada and America, but also roughing it when backpacking through 

Mexico, Turkey, Egypt, Namibia, Botswana and Zambia. 

Besides her love of mines and minerals and Pam enjoyed gardening and the variety of plants and 

had a love of books and reading.  

A lovely lady, always with a welcoming smile, that’s how she will be remembered.  

 Nigel Moreton 

 

 

MID WALES MINES #1 
An investigation of Taylor’s Incline, Goginan Mine, August 2018 drought. 

 

Taylors Incline, sunk in 1838 is a notable feature of the site, however it descends to water and 

normally has no accessible workings off.  However the low water level during the dry spell gave 

opportunity for a better examination than hitherto possible.  

Entering the water, the incline cuts the lode on the left where there is a low packwall, footwall 

side, below a rubble filled boxhole into a stope. Then we have a solid pillar, and then we are into 

the stope proper which is followed by the “60 fathom drift” as I call it. Divers have reported that 

the packwall exists further in. 

There is also an exploratory level to the right, heading south, which I refer to as the “60 

fathom crosscut”. Ahead, the 60 fathom drift was seen to extend off a flat section of the incline 

but could not really be safely entered; however it was possible to get a restricted view into the 

level on the left above the packwall which was holding back debris. It may have been possible to 

enter the 60 by ducking under water, however this was considered unwise.  

As the low water possibly represents a one off opportunity, David James did a survey of the 

accessible 60 crosscut and its levels. 

Looking into the 60 fathom drift the lode appears to flatten considerably and the roadway 

appears to go off to the left. It’s therefore likely that the incline diverges to the right of the 60 and 

follows the lode down dip on the footwall of the lode.  If the incline left the lode completely it 

would have to connect by short cross cuts thereby complicating ore handling and making more 

work in the sinking thereof.  

We can see in the incline from the track beds that it was 2 track operation. We also 

know from OT Jones that the main productive ground was above the 60. It is therefore likely that 

one track of the incline ran into the 60 drift, the other carried on down. This is pure conjecture 

however and not reinforced by any solid evidence. Normally looking down at the water one 

ponders on the downward continuation of the incline. I believe that what is to be seen is in fact a 

flat landing corresponding to the 60 fathom, the roof of the incline can be seen to dip as one 

attempts to see into the 60 drift 

There is a large fallen underwater timber extending forwards and there is a noticeable 

difference in water depth each side of it. This is due to the stuff that has come down the stope 

and built up on the left hand side of it. By a bit of contortionism I was able to extend a 

waterproof camera over on the left around a rock overhang and take some photographs into the 

drift which turned out better than expected, bar a water droplet on the lens. This was done by 

laying an Imolent DX 80 torch on top of the packwall on Turbo Mode at 32,000 lumens of light 
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and me lying almost submerged. Later, zoom and enhancement of the series of photos taken, 

done on a computer, enabled an examination of what lies beyond. There is a short open section 

of the drift. I feel that this is due to stuff coming down the stope spilling into the downward 

continuation of the incline thereby leaving this short initial section of roadway clear. There is a 

large fallen slab across the stope, as reported by divers, holding back a lot of rubble. Beyond this 

the roadway is completely blocked. 

The assumption that the incline 'flattens' to form a landing at the 60 is sound as it sits 

well with what was seen and access to the south X cut would have otherwise been very difficult, 

not to mention tramming waste rock out for raising up the incline, there would of course need to 

be a tram route for trucks in and out of the 60 fathom drift.  

However, this would have presented an issue whereby the hauling chains, which would have 

been in use at that time, (wire rope came in later) would have fouled the roof when coming over 

the ‘crimp’ from below. There are some iron fittings in the roof near this point which could have 

formed some type of fend-off mechanism. 

Please note that Goginan Mine is private property and in regular use for organised events. 

Surface or underground visits have to be by prior arrangement though Cambrian Mines Trust 

who are the agreed BCA Access Controlling Body. Both the incline and the 26 fathom level are 

kept locked due to the use of the site, where children are often present. 

Access inquiries through me please.           

                 Roy Fellows                
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JUST ANOTHER WATERWHEEL! 
 

I recently came across a newspaper article recounting the celebrations associated with the 

starting of a new waterwheel at Cwmystwyth mine in 1887. Such accounts are rare and are more 

usual for steam pumping engines. But first some background information, taken from Simon 

Hughes' account of the mine's history. [1981. The Cwmystwyth Mines. British Mining 17, 

Northern Mine Research Society] 

 John Taylor and Sons had a long association the Cwmystwyth mines that started in 

1848 when they gained a controlling interest in the concern. In common with all the mines in the 

area, they ran the gauntlet of a fluctuating lead market, success usually being achieved when the 

working of a valuable patch of virgin ore coincided with a high market price. Unfortunately, as is 

often the case, they encountered many old workings in the shallower levels, and success was 

sporadic. 

 By the early 1880s the very experienced Joseph B. Rowse had become the mine 

superintendent, but deteriorating output resulted in John Taylor and Son's closing the mine at the 

end of 1885. Their intention was to float two new companies in 1886, (i) Cwmystwyth Company, 

Ltd., and (ii) Kingside Mining Company, Ltd., and that would enable them to obtain new capital 

to develop the mine.   

 Whilst the new Cwmystwyth Company concentrated its efforts at the western end of 

the workings, the Kingside Mining Company proceeded to sink a new shaft, Taylor's, in the 

middle ground, some distance up the steep hillside (306m AOD). The shaft was equipped with a 

40ft diameter waterwheel for winding and pumping. The wheel was sited halfway between the 

shaft and the deep adit on the valley floor, and water was supplied to the wheel via a new leat. A 

capstan erected next to the shaft was used to haul the equipment up an incline. The equipment 

weighed about 100 tons in all.  

 As was usual in such endeavours, the Kingside Mining Company Prospectus [The 

Standard (London), Saturday 20th November, 1886 p.6] gave a glowing account of the mines 

future. Charles Tonkin, the Superintendent for Taylor's highly successful operations in Linares, 

Spain reported on the prospects of the Kingside Company and concluded in his report that, 'I 

have no hesitation in recommending this as a valuable property opened up by the judicious 

expenditure of the sum named in the foregoing - i.e. £12,000, - will, in all probability, give very 

good returns on said outlay.' The total capital of the Company was £20,000 in £1 shares. The 

Kingside section of the mine was leased from the Cwmystwyth Company for a period of 20 years 

with a royalty set at one eighteenth per year. The first two years were free. An early surrender of 

the lease would incur a £3000 charge.  

 By 23rd February 1887 two-thirds of the wheel pit for the 40 ft waterwheel had been 

excavated, and a large quantity of stone quarried for building the same.  The waterwheel was 

finally put into operation on 29th December 1887, an occasion that was a cause for celebration, 

and was duly reported in the Cambrian News and Welsh Farmers Gazette [January 6th, 1888, 

p.8] 

Cwmystwyth 

Kingside Mine - On Thursday last, Cwmystwyth, the valley of the Ystwyth, wherein is nestled the 

little village of Pentrebrunant, was the scene of festivity on the occasion of starting a new water 

wheel at the Kingside mine, which is the latest addition to the already vast field of mining 

machinery in the neighbourhood. All the work-people of the Cwmystwyth and Kingside mines were 

given a treat on the occasion. Long before the appointed time, could be seen groups of men, women 

and children, making their way up the deep narrow valley wherein is centred the mining interest, 

and thence wending their way up the side of the hill to where a huge monster waterwheel of rare 

dimensions stood on its axis in full equipment. By 12.30 o'clock, the time appointed for the 

christening of the wheel, all the available space in the vicinity was occupied, and many had to 
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betake themselves positions on the rugged slopes of the hill. By the time the Misses Rowse (3) 

arrived, the youngest of whom, Miss M. A. Rowse, was to break the bottle of wine and give the 

name "Jubilee Harriet" after the wife* of the late Mr John Taylor, of John Taylor and Sons, London 

to the wheel, which she did in a clear and audible voice, the people cheering lustily the while. After 

repeated cries of "Success to the Kingside Mines," and three cheers were formally given to Miss 

M.A. Rowse, all proceeded to the Cwmystwyth mine, where they formed into procession and 

marched, singing all the way to the village, where, in the Board School was prepared for all the 

workpeople a repast, consisting of bread, beef, fresh pork, tea, and cake. After appetites were 

appeased, the elder people derived much enjoyment from watching the younger ones, who, after 

they had been presented each with an apple and orange by the Misses Rowse, assisted by Miss 

Owen, of the Vicarage, seemed to enjoy immensely an helter-skelter after the surplus few, after 

which Mr Davies, of Aberystwyth, the caterer, took advantage of a break to take a photograph of 

the staff and workpeople. A meeting was called for, and was presided over by Capt J.B. Rowse, 

the superintendent of the mines, who spoke at some length, touching upon the metal trade, and the 

improved prospects of mining, remarking that following better prices for the produce, would 

naturally come better wages for the workforce, but they must have patience, and abide the time. 

Dr Morgan, Pontrhydygroes also spoke, remarking that if the old Cwmystwyth mine had died when 

the adjoining mines one after the other in quick succession were stopped, the Kingside mine would 

not have been born, and concluded by proposing three cheers for the manager and agents, which 

was heartily given. Captain Thomas Rowse acknowledged, and in the course of his remarks 

observed that he felt pleased of the treat which had that day been given to the men, as it would 

tend further to develop that feeling of interest which existed between the master and the men. The 

following gentlemen also addressed the meeting:- The Rev J.C.Owen, Messrs A. Oliver, Post office, 

W. Herbert, and T. Morgan, Pontrhydygroes. At the close, votes of thanks, and cheers were 

accorded to Mr F. Taylor, who it was understood was the principal contributor to the treat, and 

to the young ladies who so kindly assisted in the carrying out of the arrangements generally, and 

with many wishes for a happy new year, the company separated. 

 

Despite the optimism, the mine produced very little, and by 1892 production was averaging at 

2¼ tons per month. The Kingside Mining Company was liquidated the following year. The mine 

leases and equipment were put up for auction. Fourteen waterwheels were listed, from 9ft to 45ft 

diameter. Undoubtedly the 40ft diameter waterwheel was one of them. [South Wales Daily News, 

Saturday February 25th, 1893. p.1] 

 

*Harriet Taylor actually died on the 27th December 1887 two days before the wheel was named. 

The newspaper article doesn't refer to her death. Only the death of her late husband is noted, John 

Taylor junior who died 20th April 1881. 
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Rob Vernon  

MINERS – A MOBILE WORKFORCE  
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Summary 

Whilst many miners emigrated to find work in the 19th Century, this study shows how the Cornish 

Andrew family survived and grew in the UK mining fields by moving to where the work was to be 

found. The Andrew family was one of many identified by the author while researching the 

workforce of the Vale of Towy Mine. (N/L 71- Miners at the Vale of Towy Mine 1861). This 

account starts with William and Grace Andrew who are known to have had at least 10 children 

between 1832 and 1855, at least 9 of whom lived long enough to have had families of their own.  

This history of the family covers up to 5 generations between the Census years 1841 and 1911 

and some marriages and births later than 1911. 

 

(All superscript numbers refer to generations starting with William and Grace Andrews) 

 

1.0 Cornish Origins 

William Andrew1, who was baptized to parents William Andrew and Mary neé Rule on 29th 

March 1807 in St Hilary Parish and Grace Pascoe1 who was baptized to parents John Pascoe and 

Elizabeth neé Thomas on the 16th of June 1811 in Gwinear, married in St Hilary Parish, Cornwall 

on October 2nd 1830a. 

2.0 1841 Cornwall – William and Grace Andrew(artha) and Family 

The family appears under the name Andrewarthab living at “back of Fore Street”, Marazion, St 

Hilary Parish, in the 1841 census with 4 children, Elizabeth Andrewartha2 (baptized in 

Marazion 29th January 1832), William Andrewartha2 (baptized in Marazion 18th May 1834), 

John Andrewartha2 (baptized in Marazion 10th April 1836) and MaryAndrewartha2 (baptized 

in Marazion 22nd July 1838; but registeredc in Penzance in the September quarter of 1838 vol 9, 

p189 as Mary Andrew).  Father William1 was a timber sawyer.  Fore Street, Marazion runs from 

Market Place eastwards towards Goldsithney and directly behind this street what is now called 

Back Lane is likely to have been the location of the Andrew(artha) family home. 

3.0 1851 – William and Grace Andrew - move to Scotland 

By 1851 the family had moved to 59 Gorbals, Peninnghame, Newton Stewart, Wigtownshire 

where William1 was employed as a lead miner, maybe at the Blackcraig mines, which were 

reopened around this time or possibly at Silver Rig Lead Mine, which is also known to have been 

operating around this time, though the location is somewhat distant from the town.  Daughter 

Elizabeth2 was not present and has not been found in 1851, but see 1861 below.  The other three 

children were listed and despite the fact that they were all old enough, they do not appear to have 

been in employment.  Three other children were now present Eliza Andrew2 (baptized under 

that name in Marazion 5th March 1843), Margaret Andrew2 (no baptismal record found but 

birth registered under that name in the June quarter of 1847 in Penzance vol 9, p204) and Philip 

Andrew2 (born c1850 but no baptismal or registration of birth found). All in the household were 

born in England, which indicates that the move to Scotland was a recent event. 

4.0 1861 

4.1 Carmarthenshire 

 
a  FamilySearch website 
b  The surname Andrewartha is of Cornish origin based on the place once known by this 

name in St Agnes Parish but now known as Trewartha.  The name has frequently been shortened 

to Andrew or Andrews and all census entries for this family post 1841 use the shortened 

version(s).  Throughout this document the spelling Andrew is used for consistency although 

Andrews is frequently used, particularly in later years. 
c  Voluntary registration of births, marriages and deaths in England and Wales 

commenced on July 1st 1837.  Registration of births and deaths was not made mandatory until 

1874. 
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4.1.1 Trelech 

By 1861 the family had moved to Carmarthenshire but had been split up, with the father 

William1, still a lead miner, son John2, now also a lead miner who had married Carmarthen girl 

Margaret James2 in the September quarter of 1858, see section 4.1.2 below and son Philip2 all 

living at Bulthywagin, Trelech, Carmarthenshire approximately 12 miles northwest of 

Carmarthen.  Bulthywagin is not named on old 1:2500 scale OS plans, but from the census it is 

known to have been close to Cilevan, which in turn is very close to the location of the 

Carmarthen United Lead Mine.  This mine, on the site of earlier workings, was opened up around 

1855/6.  According to Claughton (1994)d the Company was seriously under-funded and by 

November 1859, when work had reached the 32-fathom level and precious little ore had been 

raised, it ran out of capital and the miners went unpaid.  Despite the fact that the agent Captain 

Robert Sanders, a Cornishman from Perranarworthal, (also agent at Llanfyrnach Lead Mine 

about 5 miles west of Trelech) had been making payments out of his own pocket and the local 

grocer and draper David Rees of Union House Trelech had allowed them to run up credit, by 

March 1860 the miners had little choice but to withdraw their labour.  They appointed David 

Rees as their Agent and he instructed London born solicitor John B Jefferies of Picton Terrace, 

Carmarthen to recover monies owed.  The records reveal that our John Andrews2 (and Partners) 

was owed £48-0s-8d for “sinking winze; hanging tackle; and repairing stull and for “sinking 

winze; extra for holing winze; and stoping at 32” between Dec 1859 and Jan 1860.  Jefferies, 

with the support of Captain Sanders, who was owed a considerable amount in salary, approached 

the Company Secretary William Darling who got the shareholders to fork out £1 each to pay the 

miners up to February and one of the Directors guaranteed to pay the March wages.  This was 

enough to get the miners back to work and by mid-1860 prospects looked brighter with 

reasonable amounts of ore being raised.  In mid-1861 a rich deposit was struck at the 42-fathom 

level, which provided enough income to keep the mine going for another 3 years, after which it 

went into serious decline and closed in 1864, somewhat prior to the final demise of the Vale of 

Towy Lead Mine. 

4.1.2 Carmarthen 

Meanwhile mother Grace Andrew1, described as a miner’s wife, was living in Picton Place, 

Carmarthen and with her was her eldest son William Andrew2, now a lead miner who had 

married Anna Jones2, a Carmarthen girl, in the December quarter of 1857.  William2 and Anna2 

already had 2 children, Henry Andrew3 (c1859) and Mary Andrew3 (1860) both born in 

Carmarthen.  Grace1 and William1 now had an additional 3 children Jane Andrew2 (c1853) born 

in Scotland (no records founde) and twins Richard Andrew2 and Henry Andrew2 (1854) born 

in Marazion and registered in Penzance in the December quarter of 1854 vol 5c, p312.  Also, in 

the same house were Mary Hughes neé Andrew2 now married to Edward Hughes2 (c1829) born 

in Liverpool, also a lead miner and their children Jane Hughes3 (1858), Edward Hughes3 

(1859) and William Hughes3 (1861) all born in Carmarthen.  From this information it can be 

deduced that the family probably left Scotland no later than 1854 and returned to Cornwall, but 

moved to Carmarthenshire no later than 1858.  The lead miners almost certainly worked at the 

Vale of Towy Lead Mine. 

Picton Place is located on the western side of the town north of Picton Terrace which is an 

extension of Lammas Street. 

 
d  Carmarthen United “an example of under capitalisation in a mid19th Century mining 

venture”, Peter Claughton, British Mining (Northern Mine Research Society) No 50 1994, 

pp149-157. also see http://people.exeter.ac.uk/pfclaugh/mhinf/carmutd.htm. 
e  Registration did not commence in Scotland until 1855. 
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Whilst her husband John Andrew2 was billeted in Trelech, Margaret Andrew neé James2, 

described as a miner’s wife, was living in Magazine Row, Carmarthen with her son John 

Andrew3 (1860) born in Carmarthen.  Magazine Row was situated on Picton Terrace. 

Eliza Andrew2 was servant to landed proprietors in Magazine Row, Carmarthen. 

4.1.3 Llangunnor 

Margaret(ta) Andrew2 was servant to a 66-year-old retired Captain of Infantry, Henry E Hill 

from Stonehouse in Gloucestershire living at Bellvue, Davies Town, Llangunnor. 

4.3 Flintshire 

In 1861 Elizabeth Williams2 neé Andrew, William1 and Grace’s1 eldest child, who has not been 

found in 1851, though she was probably living in Scotland at that time, together with her 

husband Robert Williams2 (c1829), a lead miner from Mold, who she had married in the 

September quarter of 1858 in Great Boughton (Flintshire/Cheshire borders), were living at 

Bwlch y Ddaufryn, Gwernaffield, Flintshire, about two miles north west of Mold.  The couple 

had 3 children Elizabeth Williams3 (c1854) and John Williams3 (c1856), both born in Scotland, 

indicating the probability that Robert had previously been married, and Sarah Williams3 (c1859) 

born in Mold.  Elizabeth3 and Sarah3 have not been traced after 1861. 

5.0 1871 

5.1 Denbighsire 

By 1871 William1, still a lead miner, and Grace1, together with Richard2 and Henry2, both now 

lead ore washers, and Margaretta2, who had married another lead miner William Bealef in 

Carmarthen in the June quarter of 1866, were living in Williams Row, Ruthin Road, Coedpoeth 

near Wrexham in North Wales, adjacent to the famous lead mining area of Minera.  William2 and 

Margaretta2 Beale had 3 children Jane Beale3 (c1866), James Beale3 (c1868) and Joseph Beale3 

(c1870) all stated to have been born in Coedpoeth, indicating a move to from Carmarthen in 

1866, the year that Vale of Towy Lead Mine closed. 

Also living in Williams Row, but in a separate dwelling six doors away, were Mary2 and Edward 

Hughes2; the latter still a lead miner.  Daughter Jane3 Hughes was not present but Edward3 and 

William Hughes3 were there together with 3 more siblings, John Hughes3 (c1865), Moses 

Hughes3 (c1868) and Richard Henry Hughes3 (c1870) all born in Coedpoeth. The eldest boy 

Edward3 was a shop boy to a watchmaker. 

Jane Andrew2, who has not been traced after 1871, was a servant in nearby Mold, Flintshire.   

5.2 Caernarvonshire 

Robert2 and Elizabeth Williams2 had moved to Pantywyn Terrace, Llanengan near Abersoch, 

Caernarvonshire on the Lleyn Peninsula of North Wales.  Of the three children present in 1861, 

only John Williams3 appears to have survived.  In addition, there was a new child Grace 

Williams3 born in Bersham in 1870, indicating a move to Llanengan no earlier than that year. 

Also living in Pantywyn Terrace was John Andrew2, still a lead miner and his wife Margaret 

who, in addition to their son John3, now had 4 more children, Elizabeth Jane Andrew3 (1862) 

born in Carmarthen, William J Andrew3 (c1864) born in Trelech, Margaret Andrew3 (1866) 

and Mary Andrew3 (1868) both born in Coedpoeth, indicating that Margaret joined her husband 

in Trelech probably living here until the mine there closed, then the family moved to Coedpoeth 

in Denbighshire before moving on to Llanengan. 

Eliza Andrew2 appears to have married John Goodwin2 a lead miner from Gwernaffield, 

Flintshire in the March quarter of 1867.  The Goodwins were also living in Pantywyn Terrace 

with their two children John Goodwin3 (c1866) and William Goodwin3 (c1869) both born in 

the Mold area.   

 
f  William Beale was the son of Joseph Beale who, in 1861, had been working as a lead 

ore dresser at Vale of Towy; see Beale Family. 
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Philip Andrew2, who was also now a lead miner, was lodging at a separate dwelling in Pantywyn 

Terrace.   

It seems likely that the men-folk were employed at Port Nigel Lead Mine on the outskirts of the 

village. 

5.3 Shropshire/Montgomeryshire Borders 

By 1871 son William Andrew2, still a lead miner, wife Anna2 and family had moved to 

Batholesg, Worthen in the Shropshire/Montgomeryshire Lead Mining District.  The family had 

expanded by a further 3 children, Grace Andrew3 (c1865) and Elizabeth Andrew3 (c1866) both 

born in Carmarthen and William Andrew3 (c1869) born in Lindal, Lancashire.  Lindal is 

situated between Dalton in Furness and Ulverston, a famous iron mining area, indicating that the 

family may have moved to this area for a while before the move to Shropshire.  Batholes is 

located in the Hope Valley a short distance north east of the Gravels lead mining area. 

6.0 1881  

6.1 Denbighshire 

Edward Hughes2 had died, and Mary Hughes neé Andrew2 had remarried widower Thomas 

Griffiths2 (c1837), a coal miner from Rhosllanerchrug, Denbigshire and they were resident at 

Selly Cottage, Manleys Row, Bersham.  Edward Hughes3 and William Hughes3 were both now 

lead miners.  John Hughes3 was now an engine driver and Richard Henry Hughes3 was still at 

school.  Moses Hughes3 was not present and has not been traced after 1871 but there were two 

more additions to the family, Mary Ann Hughes3 (c1872) and Edith Hughes3 (c1879), both 

born in Coedpoeth.  Thomas’s son John Griffiths3, a coal miner (c1858) was also present.  Mary 

Hughes2, Edward Hughes3, Richard Henry3 Hughes and May Anne Hughes3 have not been traced 

after 1881. 

6.2 Caernarvonshire 

Son John Andrew2, still a lead miner, and his wife Margaret2 were still living on the Lleyn 

peninsula but had moved to 5 Bay View Terrace, Llangian about a mile and a half north of 

Llanengan.  William J3, now a labourer, together with Margaret3 and Mary3 were still present as 

well as 4 additional children; Sarah Andrew3 (c1873), Agnes Andrew3 (c1875), Alvina 

Andrew3 (c1877) and Philip Andrew3 (c1879) all born in the Worthen/Chirbury area of 

Shropshire, indicating that they had a spell in Shropshire around 1871 to 1879 before returning to 

Caernarvonshire.  Their eldest son John Andrew3 (1860), now a lead miner, was lodging at the 

Old Chapel House in Llanengan.  Eldest daughter Elizabeth Jane Andrew3, whose occupation 

was described as “none particular” was visiting at Point of Bennar, Llanengan.   

Richard Andrew2, now a lead miner, had married Kezia(h) Dorricott2, (born in the June quarter 

of 1846 at Ropes Gate, Minsterley/Worthen Shropshire) in the June quarter of 1874, registered in 

Forden 11b 382 and was living next door but one to brother John Andrew2 at 3 Bay View 

Terrace.  The couple had 3 children, Mary Jane Andrew3 (c1876) and Richard Andrew3 

(c1878) both born in Worthen and William Andrew3 (1881) born in Llanengan.  Richard 

Andrew2 died in the September quarter of 1885 registered in Forden 11b 139. 

6.3 Shropshire/Montgomery Border 

By 1881 William1 and Grace Andrew1 were living alone at (East Roman) Gravels, in the parish 

of Worthen, Shropshire, although the Census area was in the rural district of Forden, 

Montgomeryshire.  William was described as an annuitant. 

Son William2 and his wife Anna2 together with 3 additional children, Jane Andrew3 (c1872), 

Richard Andrew3 (c1874) and Ellen Andrew3 (c1875) all born in Worthen Parish were living at 

 
g  In 1870 the West Tankerville Mining Company Ltd was formed and leased the mining 

sett that included Batholes Mine, the Agent being Arthur Waters, who had been the agent at Vale 

of Towy. 
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East Roman Gravels Lead Mineh where William was now a Lead Mine Agent, son Henry 

Andrew3 was an engine tender (presumably at the mine), daughter Mary Andrew3 was a general 

domestic servant, and the rest of the children were still at school, with the exception of Grace 

Andrew3 who had married local lead miner John Richards3 and was living with him in nearby 

Hope Valley. 

Jane Jones neé Andrew2, born Scotland was resident at Hemford, Shelve in Shropshire, though 

the census area was Clun in Montgomeryshire.  She was listed as a miner’s wife with 3 children 

William Henry Jones3 (c1874), Thomas Jones3 (c1876) and Mary Jones3 (c1878) all born in 

Butt Lane, Staffordshire.  Jane’s husband William Jones who in 1891 is listed as having been 

born in 1855 in Shelve, has not been found for certain in 1881 though interestingly in 1881 one 

William Jones, a lead miner born c1854 in Shelve was living with his wife Frances born c1854 in 

Worthen, at Marsh Chirbury.  There were no children present.  Without a marriage certificate it 

is impossible to verify if the Jane here was Jane Andrew.  The only marriage between a William 

Jones and Jane Andrews around the right time was registered in March quarter of 1872 in Bath 

vol 5c page 967.  The location of the marriage seems an unlikely place for our Jane Andrew to 

have been in 1872. 

6.4 Flintshire 

By 1881 Robert2 and Elizabeth Williams2, together with their daughter Grace Williams3, were 

resident at Brynglas, Hendrebiffa, Gwenaffield, Flintshire where Robert was described as a 

farmer.  The family is not traceable in the UK after 1881. 

It is known from information posted on the web that Grace Williams married Richard Henry 

Rosewarn Harris whose mother was Mary Rosewarn, Richard having being adopted by the 

Harris family.  Their first child was born in 1887 in Michigan, the next in Canada in 1888, 5 

more in Utah and another 4 in Northern California where they all finally settled. 

Eliza2 and John Goodwin2 had moved to Mount Pleasant, Bwlchyddenfryn, Gwernaffield where 

John was a lead miner and farmer.  Sons John3 and William3 were still at home and an additional 

child Richard Henry Goodwin3 (c1871) was present. 

6.5 Swansea 

Henry Andrew2 had married Annie Jones2 in the December quarter of 1875 registered in Forden 

11b 397 and had died between about 1878 and 1881 after siring two children William Henry 

Andrew3 (c1877) born in Minsterley, Shropshire and Elizabeth Andrew3 (c1879) born in Lead 

Hills, Scotland.   

Annie, together with her two children, was living with William Beale2, now a copper works 

labourer at 14 Brown Street, Swansea. 

William Beale’s wife Margaretta Beale neé Andrew2 had also passed away around 1880 after 

having given birth to another four children William Beale3 (c1873), Albert J Beale3 (c1874), 

Margaretta Beale3 (c1876) and Ada Beale3 (c1879), who were all born in Swansea, indicating 

that the family had moved from Coedpoeth between 1869 and 1874.   

William Beale2 married Annie Andrew neé Jones2 (his sister in law) in the June quarter of 1881. 

6.6 North Staffordshire 

In 1881 Philip Andrew2, now a coal miner, was stated to be married to Mary Jane Evenson2, 

born Congleton, Cheshire (c1856).  The couple resided in Chell Heath, some 2 miles north east 

of the town of Tunstall.  Also present were two children Ann J Andrew3 (c1873) born in nearby 

Oxford for whom a birth registration has not been found and Grace Andrew3 (Sep 1879) born in 

nearby Fegg Hayes, together with Mary Jane’s2 parents James Evenson1, a painter/decorator, 

and Jane Evenson1 born in Mow Cop and Sandbach, Cheshire respectively.  The location of 

their residence strongly suggests that Philip worked at the nearby Chatterley Whitfield Colliery.  

 
h  East Roman Gravels Mining Company was set up after the liquidation of the West 

Tankerville Mining Company in 1882.  It also went into liquidation in 1883. 
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In February of 1881 there had been a serious explosion and fire at Chatterley Whitfield which 

resulted in the death of 24 people and the collapse of one of the shafts, which had to be 

abandoned.  Another shaft had to be partly backfilled in an attempt to extinguish the fire.  Ann J 

Andrew has not been traced after 1881.  

Mary Jane Evenson had married William Heath in the December quarter of 1871 and one Ann 

Jane Heath was born in 1873 so it is surmised that Ann Jane Andrew listed above was in fact 

Ann Jane Heath and was therefore not of the Andrews line.   

7.0 1891 

7.1 Denbighshire 

William Hughes3 had married Elizabeth Jones3, (c1861) from Bersham, where he was still a 

lead miner.  William3 and Elizabeth3 had 3 children Edward S Hughes4 (c1884), William H 

Hughes4 (c1885) and Margaretta Hughes4 (c1890).  The family resided at Pengelli Cottage, 

Bersham. 

John Hughes3 had married Barbara Roberts3 (c1865) from Llanarmon in the March quarter of 

1889 registered in Wrexham 11b 363.  John was now a coal miner and the couple resided at 

Waen Road, Bersham with their daughter Elizabeth E (in later censuses) Sarah E Hughes4 

(c1890) born in Coedpoeth, Bersham. 

7.2 Shropshire  

In 1891 William1 and Grace1 were still living at East Roman Gravels in Shropshire and at the age 

of 84 William1 was described as a lead miner.  Visiting were son William’s2 wife Anna Andrew 

neé Jones2, still stated to be married, and her daughter Ellen Andrew3.  Husband William 

Andrew2 and son William Andrew3 have not been found for certain in 1891 but may have been 

lodging at Hendreclochyd farm, Llanaber, Merionethshire, a location close to the Hafotty 

manganese minei. 

William Andrew1 died in the March quarter of 1892 registered in Forden 11b 147 and Grace 

Andrew1 died in the June quarter of 1898 registered in Holywell 11b 162.  

John Richards3, still a lead miner and his wife Grace Richards3 had moved to Hemford Road, 

Worthen.  The couple had 5 children Mary E Richards4 (c1883) born Worthen, Hannah 

Richards4 (c1885) born Cumberland, William Henry Richards4 (c1887) born Cumberland, 

Elizabeth Richards4 (c1889) born Cumberland and Richard Richards4 (c1890) born Worthen.  

The birth places of the children indicate the family had spent a few years in Cumberland, later 

censuses indicating that they had stayed in Cockermouth. 

 

7.3 Flintshire 

Richard Andrew2, now a fitter at a lead mine, and his wife Kezia2 had moved to 1 Pant y Ffrith 

Row, Northrop, Flintshire.  The children with them were William3 (second name now given as 

John) together with 4 new additions to the family Harry Andrew3 (c1883), Elizabeth Andrew3 

(c1885), Richard Henry Andrew3(c1887) all born in Shropshire and Thomas Andrew3(c1889) 

born in Northrop, indicating a move from Llanengan to Shropshire certainly by 1883 then to 

Northrop by 1889.  William2 and Anna’s2 son Richard Andrew3 aged 18, now a lead miner, was 

with also present living with his uncle and aunt. 

Eldest daughter Mary Jane Andrew3 was now a servant living at the Star Hotel, High Street, 

Mold.  Eldest son Richard Andrew3 has not been found after 1881. 

Eliza2 and John Goodwin2, together with their three children were still living at Mount Pleasant 

Gwernaffield where John was now listed as a farmer.  Niece Elizabeth (stated as Bessie) 

Andrew3, the daughter of William2 and Anna Andrew2 was living with them.   

7.5 Swansea 

 
i  Hafotty manganese mine was at its zenith in 1887 after which it began to decline.  

Between 1891 and 1892 it lost half its workforce and was effectively inactive 5 or 6 years later. 
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The Beale family was still living at 14 Bowen Street, Swansea.  William Beale2 was now an 

engine driver. 

Jane Beale3 had married George Hanson3 (c1866), a copper pickler from Aberavon in the June 

quarter of 1889 registered in Swansea 11a 1109.  The couple resided at 41 Philip Street with their 

daughter Mary Margaretta Hanson4 (Jun 1890) registered in Swansea 11a 809.   

James Beale3, now a furnace man, had married Mary Ann Oldham3 (c1868) from Swansea in 

the March quarter of 1888 registered in Swansea 11a 899.  The couple resided at 14 Ebenezer 

Street, Swansea with their children Margaretta Beale4 (Mar 1888) and Florence Sarah Beale4 

(Jun 1889). 

All the rest of William2and Margaretta’s2 children were still with their parents; Joseph3now being 

a plumber, William3a copper smelter and Albert John3a metal riser.  Daughter Margaretta3was 

not employed.  William’s2 stepson William Henry Andrew3 was now a plumber’s boy, whilst his 

stepdaughter Elizabeth Andrew3was presumably still at school.  Since 1881Annie Beale2 had 

given birth to another 4 children, Edward Beale3 (1882), Samuel Bertram Beale3 (1884), 

Charles Beale3 (1886) and Rosina Beale3 (1891).  This side of the extended family is of course 

unrelated to the Andrew family. 

7.6 North Staffordshire 

Philip Andrew2, now a stone miner, and his wife Mary Jane2 had moved to Spring Bank, Chell.  

Grace3 was still present together with an additional 2 children Philip Andrew3 (Dec 1881) and 

William James Andrew3 (c1889) both born in Burslem.  Father in law James Evenson1 was still 

present, now a widower on parish relief. 

7.7 Cumberland 

In 1891 Margaret Andrew neé James2, accompanied by her daughter Sarah3, now a milliner’s 

apprentice, was visiting her daughter Margaret3 who had recently married coal miner John 

Jones3(1862) from Halkyn, Flintshire and had given birth to her first child Jane A Jones4 (1890) 

in Egremont, Cumberland.  The family was resident in Ada Street, Ellenborough near Maryport. 

Margaret’s husband John Andrew2 has not been found in 1891, but see 1901 below.   

As for the rest of John and Margaret’s children, eldest son John Andrew3, now a coal miner, had 

married Elizabeth3(c1860) from Truro and was living in Dearham near Maryport, Cumberland 

together with their two children, George Andrew4 (c1882) born in Edinburgh, suggesting that 

the marriage may have taken place in Scotland and John Andrew4 (c1887) born in North Wales, 

indicating a move back to North Wales before settling in Cumberland.  Youngest son Philip 

Andrew3 was also staying with the family.  Daughters Agnes3 and Alvina3 were domestic servant 

and nurse respectively at Carswell House, in nearby Ellenborough. 

Elizabeth Jane Andrew3 had married coal miner Hugh Parry3 (c1861) from Llangian, 

Caernarvonshire around 1882.  Their address was 20 Row, Dearham about 3 miles east of 

Maryport.  4 children were present; John H Parry4 (c1883) born Abersoch, Caernarvonshire, 

William Griffith Parry4 (c1885) born Thornthwaite, Cumberland?, George Parry4 (c1888) 

born Newlands, Cumberland? and Hugh Thomas Parry4 (c1890).born Crosthwaite, 

Cumberland. 

Mary Andrew3 had married Thomas Abbott3 (c1864), an iron ore miner from St Just, Cornwall 

in the September quarter of 1886.  Thomas has not been found in 1891 but Mary Abbott was 

visiting the Parry family; see above, together with her 2 children Thomas A Abbott4 (c1888) 

born in Crosthwaite, Cumberland and Mary E Abbott 4 (c1890) born Egremont. 

 

 

8.0 1901 

8.1 Denbighshire  

Margaret Andrew neé James2 died in the March quarter of 1901, before the 1901 census.  Her 

widower John Andrew2, still a lead miner, was living at 18 Heol Maelor, Bersham.  At the same 
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address were his daughter Sarah3, here stated to have been born in Bromley Staffordshire and 

now a draper, daughter Elvina3 now stated to have been born in Hope Valley, Shropshire and son 

Philip Andrew3 a coal miner.  Elvina (or Alvina) has not been found in 1911. 

John Andrew2 died in the September quarter of 1904, death registered in Wrexham 11a 174. 

Also living at 18 Heol Maelor was daughter Agnes3 who had married John Price Jones3 

(c1866), a coal miner, born in Rhosesmor, Flintshire in the December quarter of 1898 registered 

in Whitehaven 11a 1190.  The couple had one child, Thomas Pierce Jones4 (1899) born in the 

September quarter of 1899 in Whitehaven registered 10b 681, indicating that the couple had 

moved from Cumberland within the last 2 years. 

William Hughes3, still lead miner and Elizabeth Hughes3 had moved to 62 Heol Maelor, 

Bersham.  Edward S Hughes was not present and has not been trace further.  William H Hughes4, 

now a coal miner, and Margaretta Hughes4 were still present together with an additional child 

John E Hughes4 (c1897). 

John Hughes3, still a coal miner, and his wife Barbara3 had moved to 1 Queen’s Head Row, 

Bersham.  As well as Elizabeth E Hughes4 the couple had a further 6 children, Edwin Hughes4 

(c1893), Beatrice Hughes4 (c1894), Rebecca Hughes4 (c1896), Jonathan Hughes4 (c1898), 

Amelia Hughes4 (1901) and Sushannah Hughes4 (1901), all born in Coedpoeth.  Barbara 

Hughes3 died sometime between 1907 and 1911. 

John Jones3, still a coal miner and Margaret Jones3 had moved from Ellenborough, Cumberland 

to 7 Heol Caradog, Bersham.  As well as Jane A Jones4 there were 3 more children; William 

Isaac Jones4 (c1892) born Crosby, Cumberland, John Joseph Jones4 (c1894) born Crosby, and 

Elvina Jones4 (c1896) born Whitehaven. 

John Jones3 passed away before the 1911 census.  

8.2 Flintshire 

John Goodwin2 had passed away sometime between 1891 and 1901.  His widow Eliza2 was still 

living at Mount Pleasant, Gwernafield and was now stated to be a farmer.  William Goodwin3 

was not present and has not been traced after 1891 but the other two sons John3 and Richard 

Henry Goodwin3 were at home.  Richard3 was stated to be a coach builder. 

Richard2 and Keziah Andrew2 had moved to Rhes y cae, Halkyn near Holywell. Richard was 

stated to be a fitter.  Children present were Mary Jane Andrew3, now a dressmaker, William John 

Andrew3 now a lead miner, Harry Andrew3 a blacksmith’s striker and Richard Henry Andrew3 a 

farm errand boy, whilst Thomas Andrew3 was at school.  Daughter Elizabeth Andrew3 was a 

housemaid at Worthenbury Manor, Flint. 

William2 and Anna Andrew’s2 son Richard Andrew3, still a lead miner, had married Elizabeth 

Ann Parry3 (c1876) from Gwernaffield in the December quarter of 1899.  The couple were 

living at Hand Inn, Waen, Mold Rural. 

8.3 Swansea 

William Beale2, still an engine driver and his second wife Annie2 had moved to 17 Gerald Street, 

Swansea.  Also present were stepdaughter Elizabeth Andrew3, a dressmaker, Margaretta Beale3 a 

tailoress, Samuel Bertram Beale3 a shoemaker, Charles and Rosina Beale3 together with 2 

additional daughters Annie Beale3 (Dec 1893) and Hilda Beale3 (Sep 1898) registered in 

Swansea 11a 873 and 967 respectively.  Edward Beale3 has not been found in 1901, but 

reappears at home in 1911; see below, not Andrew family members.   

William2 and Margaretta Beale’s2 son James and his wife Mary Ann neé Oldham3 were now 

living at 4 Charles Court, Swansea.  James3 was now a coal haulier.  There were 3 new children 

present William James Beale4 (Sep 1983), Ada Jane Beale4 (Mar 1897) and Beatrice May 

Beale3 (Dec 1899).  Their eldest 3 children Margaretta4, Florence Sarah4 and Mary Ann Beale4 

were living with their Oldham grandparents at 26 Ebenezer Street, Swansea. 
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William2 and Margatretta’s2 son Joseph Beale3, a journeyman plumber had married Mary Ann 

Conolly3 (c1876) from Swansea, in the June quarter of 1895.  The couple resided at 113 Neath 

Road, Swansea with a child Joseph Beale4 (registered as Conolly Sep 1893). 

William Ashley Beale3 was boarding at 48 George Street, Pontypool described as a theatrical 

traveller. 

Ada Beale3 was a parlour maid at Matson House in Gloucester. 

Albert John Beale3 has not been traced after 1891. 

George Hanson3 and Jane Hanson neé Andrew3 had moved to 35 Courtney Street, Swansea with 

daughter Mary Margaretta Hanson4 and a new child William Edward Hanson4 (Jun 1893). 

Stepson William Henry Andrew3, now a railway stoker, was boarding at 14 Windmill Terrace, 

Swansea. 

8.4 North Staffordshire 

Philip Andrew2, once again a coal miner and Mary Jane Andrew2 had moved to 14 Lower Street, 

Burslem.  Their son Philip Andrew3 , now also a coal miner and William James Andrew3 were 

still at home together with 3 additional siblings Aaron Andrew (Mar 1892), James Andrew 

(Jun 1893) and John Andrew (Jun 1896) all born in Burslem. 

Ann Jane Heath born Oxford, Staffordshire (c1873) married Burslem born Aaron Stanworth3 

(c1865), an iron master underground, in the June quarter of 1890 and the couple were living at 12 

Lower Street, Burslem with their 2 children Mary Jane Stanworth (c1897) and Ethel Stanworth3 

(c1900).  Is this the Ann J Andrew of 1881 ie if so she is not of the Andrew line? 

 

Grace Andrew3 had married James Hibberts3 (c1880), a potter’s presser from Wolstanton, in the 

September quarter of 1900, registered in Wolstanton 6b, 131.  The couple were lodging with the 

Stanworths at 12 Lower Street, Burslem together with their Burslem born daughter Grace 

Hibberts4 (Sep 1900).  Grace3 was employed as a potter’s lithographer. 

8.5 Cumberland 

John2 and Margaret’s2 son John3 Andrew and his wife Elizabeth3 had moved to 3 Church Street, 

Church Place, Netherhall, Maryport where John3 was still a coal miner.  Sons George4 and John4 

were still present together with an additional 3 siblings, William J Andrew4 born Crosby (Dec 

1891) registered in Cockermouth 10b 606, Richard Andrew4 born Crosby (Mar 1894) registered 

in Cockermouth 10b 584 and Albert Andrew4 born Whitehaven (Jun 1897) registered in 

Whitehaven 10b 672; indicating a move from Dearham to Crosby in 1891, then to Whitehaven 

circa 1897 and then to Maryport by 1901. 

Hugh Parry3, still a coal miner and Elizabeth Jane Parry3 had moved to 1 Scotch Street, Albert 

Square, Whitehaven.  Son John H Parry4 was now a coal mine labourer and William Griffith 

Parry4 was a horse driver in a coal mine. George4 and Hugh Thomas4 were also still present 

together with an additional 4 children; Philip A Parry4 (c1892) born Dearham, Edward Parry4 

(c1894) born Dearham, Arthur Seymour Parry4 (c1897) born Whitehaven and Margaret Ellen 

Parry4 (1900) born Whitehaven, indicating a move from Dearham to Whitehaven between 1894 

and 1897. 

Thomas Abbott3, an iron ore miner, and Mary Abbott3 were resident at 7 North Road, Egremont.  

Thomas Albert Abbott4 and Mary Edwards Abbott4 were still present with 3 new siblings Ellen 

Abbott4 (c1893), Stanley Abbott4 (c1899) and Margaret Olive Abbott4 (1900) all born 

Whitehaven.  Thomas’s brother Samuel Abbott and sister Sarah J Abbott were also present. 

8.6 Lancashire 

John Richards3, now a brickworks labourer, and wife Grace Richards3 had moved from Worthen 

to 12 Rivington Street, Atherton, a town about 5 to 6 miles south west of Bolton, Lancashire.  

The couple had 6 children living with them, 3 of whom were new additions to the family, John 

Richards4 (c1893) born Shropshire, Ellen Richards4 (c1896) born Shropshire and Grace 

Richards 4 (c1898) born Atherton, indicating a move from Shropshire to Atherton no earlier than 
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1898..  The eldest two girls Mary E Richards and Hannah Richards were not present and have 

not been traced further.  

8.7 Cheshire 

Elizabeth Andrew, William and Anna’s daughter was a housemaid at Mendell, Chester Road, 

Bromborough, Wirral.  Also present was her niece Mary E Richards, kitchen maid. 

9.0 1911 

9.1 Denbighshire 

Richard Andrew2 and Keziah Andrew2 had moved to 5 Poyser Street, Wrexham where Richard 

was now an engine fitter. 

Living with them were their son Thomas Andrew3 now a colliery labourer together with son 

Richard Henry Andrew3, his wife Mary Andrew neé Davies3 from Sumerhill, Wrexham and 

their two children Edith Mary Andrew4 (Mar 1909) born Sumerhill Wrexham and Richard H 

Andrew4 (Mar 1911) born Tanyfron, Wrexham.  The couple had married in the September 

quarter of 1908.  BMD record indicate they may have had a further 5 children in the Wrexham 

area post 1911. 

 

Richard2 and Kezia’s2 daughter Mary Jane Andrew3 had married Richard Lloyd Jones3, an 

assistant colliery surveyor from Llanarmon, Denbighshire in the December quarter of 1906.  The 

couple resided at 24 Park Road, Tanyavon, Wrexham with their daughter Kezia Eleanor Lloyd 

Jones4 born 1910 at Brymbo, Denbighshire. 

Richard2 and Keziah’s2 son William John Andrew3, now a coal miner, had married Mary 

Edwards3 from Coedpoeth in the December quarter of 1904.  The couple resided at 8 Gwenfo 

Terrace, Tanyavon, Wrexham with their four children Ernest Vincent Andrew4 (Jun 1905), 

Beatrice Mary Andrew4 (Mar 1907), Bessie Andrew4 (Sep 1909) and Kezia Andrew4 (Mar 

1911).  BMD record show the couple probably went on to have a further 7 children; Grace 

Andrew4 (Dec1912), Richard Andrew4 (Sep 1914), Gwendoline Andrew4 (Dec 1916), Sybil 

Andrew4 (Jun 1918), Catherine Andrew4 (Mar 1920) William J Andrew4 (Sep 1922) and 

Phyllis Andrew 4 (Dec 1925) all born in the Wrexham area. 

Richard2 and Kesiah’s2 daughter Elizabeth Andrew3 had married Thomas Hunter3 (c1887) from 

Birkenhead in the December quarter of 1908.  The couple resided at 37 Park Road, Tanyfron, 

Wrexham with their daughter Phyllis Hunter4 born in Tanyfron (Mar 1911).  BMD records show 

the couple had at least 2 more children in the Wrexham area post 1911; Margaretta Hunter4 

(Jun 1912) and Stella Hunter4 (Dec1914). 

John3 and Elizabeth Andrew’s3 son George Andrew4, miner coal cutter machine, had married 

Maryport born Margaret Ann Southwell4 (c1885) in the December quarter of 1904, registered in 

Cockermouth.  The couple had moved from Cumberland to 2 Shropshire Terrace, Geenfield, 

Rhosddu, Wrexham where they were living with their 3 children Edward John Andrew5 (Dec 

1906), Lorna Bessie Andrew5 (Dec 1909) and Hannah Margaret Andrew5 (Mar 1911) all 

born in the Wrexham area.  It is believed the couple had a further 4 children in the Wrexham area 

post 1911; Albert Andrew5 (Mar 1915), Doreen Andrew5 (Jun 1916), Freda V Andrew5 (Dec 

1919) and Sheila M Andrew5 (Dec 1924). 

William Hughes3 had died between 1901 and 1911.  His widow Elizabeth Hughes3 continued to 

live at 62 Heol Maelor with her youngest son John E Hughes4, who was now a coal miner.  

Eldest son Edward S Hughes4 has not been found in 1911.  William H Hughes4, still a coal 

miner, had married Georgina M Walker4 (c1891) from Hope in Flint in the December quarter of 

1910.  They were living at 6 Tabor Hill, Coedpoeth. 

John Hughes3, now a coal mine labourer, was resident at 1 Queens Head Road, Smelt, but his 

wife Barbara had passed away sometime between 1907 and 1911. 

Daughter Sarah Elizabeth Hughes4, Edwin Hughes4 and Jonathan Hughes3 were still at home 

together with 3 additional children Blodwen Hughes4 (c1903) , Amelia Hughes4 (c1905) and 
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Sushannah Hughes4 (c1907).  Sushannah4 (c1901) must have died whilst Rebecca Hughes was 

servant to a farmer at Higher Gwysllt, Wrexham. 

Margaret Jones3, John Jones3’ widow was living at 60 Ruabon Road, Wrexham with her two 

eldest sons William Isaac Jones4, now a baker and John Joseph Jones4, now a boot shop assistant, 

together with a new addition to her family Ernest Gerwyn Jones4 (c1902) born Coedpoeth.  Her 

two daughters Jane A Jones4 and Elvina Jones4 were housemaid and general servant respectively 

at 42 North Drive St Annes on Sea, Lancashire.  

John Price Jones4, still a coal miner, and Agnes Jones4 had moved to 1 Shropshire Terrace, 

Greenfields, Rhosddu, Wrexham.  In addition to Thomas Pierce Jones5 there were 2 more 

children present, William Harold Jones5 (Sep 1902) born Coedpoeth and Agnes Roma Jones5 

(Sep 1907) born Wrexham. 

9.2 Flintshire 

Eliza Goodwin2 was still living at Mount Pleasant, Gwernaffield with her eldest son John 

Goodwin3 now described as a farmer. 

Richard2 and Keziah’s2 son Harry Andrew3, now a labourer, had married Mary Ellen Williams3 

(c1881) from Ysceifiog in the December quarter of 1904.  In 1911 they were living at Fron 

Cottage, Ysceifiog, near Holywell with their three children Thomas Harold Andrew3 (Mar 

1905) born Minera, Mildred May Andrew3 born Tanyfron, Wrexham (Mar 1907) and Edith 

Mary Andrew3 born Tanyfron, Wrexham (Jun 1908), indicating a move from the Wrexham area 

to Flintshire no earlier than 1908. 

William2 and Anna Andrew’s2 son Richard Andrew3, now a colliery drifterman, was living at 

Ashgrove, Gwernaffield with his wife Elizabeth Ann3. 

9.3 Swansea 

William Beale2 now a grocer and his second wife Annie2 were still residing a 17 Gerald Street, 

Swansea. 

George Hanson3 and his two children Mary Margaretta Hanson4 and William Edward Hanson4 

still lived at 35 Courtney Street, Swansea.  Mother Jane Hanson neé Andrew3 had passed away in 

the June quarter of 1907.  George3 was still a pickler in the copper industry.  William Edward4 

was described as an improver in the boot trade. 

James Beale3 has not been found in 1911 but his wife Mary Ann neé Oldham died in the June 

quarter of 1902.   

James3 and Margaretta’s3 eldest daughter Margaretta Beale4 married Swansea born Thomas 

George Morgan4 (c1888), a riser in a tin plate works, in the December quarter of 1909.  The 

couple resided at 14 Graig Terrace, Swansea with their first born Thomas Anthony Morgan5 

(c1910).  BMD records suggest the couple had a further 7 children in the Swansea area post 

1911; William A Morgan5 (Sep 1912), David G Morgan5 (Mar 1914), Edwin J Morgan5 (Mar 

1915), Sidney H Morgan5 (Jun 1918), Lillian B Morgan5 (Dec 1920), Cecil G Morgan5 (Sep 

1927) and Dulcie J Morgan5 (Jun 1929). 

Florence Sarah Beale4, Mary Ann Beale4, now a domestic servant and Beatrice May Beale4 were 

still living with their Oldham grandparents at 26 Ebenezer Street.  Ada Jane Beale4 had passed 

away aged 10 in the September quarter of 1907. 

William James Beale4, now a bicycle repairer, was boarding at 17 Ebenezer Street. 

Joseph Beale3 has not been found in 1911.  His wife Mary Ann Beale neé Conolly3 died in the 

June quarter of 1902.  One Ivor Beale4 born (c1901) has been found in a children’s home in 

Cockett, Swansea in 1911, possibly he was Mary Ann’s son.  Joseph Beale4, Mary’s illegitimate 

son, now a labourer, was lodging at 23 Jersey Street, Swansea.   

William Ashley Beale3, now manager of a billposting company, had married Mary Ellen Lewis3 

from Pontypool (maiden name not known for certain) sometime after the 1901 census. The 

couple were living at 1 Chapel Street, Ton Pentre, Rhondda together with their 4 children 

William Dorian Beale4 (Sep 1903) born Pontypool, Thomas Arthur Beale4 (Sep 1905) born 
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Newport, Monmouthshire, Stanley Beale4 (Jun 1907) also born Newport and Ellen Irene Beale4 

(Mar 1911) born Ton Pentre. 

Margaretta Beale3 had married William Stafford Reynolds3 (c1879), an engineering fitter from 

Swansea, in Swansea in the June quarter of 1902.  The couple resided at 1337 Neath Road, 

Swansea with their 3 children Gwladys Reynolds4 (c1904), Edna Gertrude Reynolds4 (c1906) 

and Elsie May Reynolds4 (c1907) all born in Sheffield.  BMD records suggest the couple had a 

further 2 children in Swansea; Katie M Reynolds4 (Sep1911) and Glyn S Reynolds4 (Dec 

1913). 

Ada Beale3 had married Thomas Paddison3 (c1880) a furnace man from Swansea, in the 

September quarter of 1902, registered in Kings Norton, Worcestershire 6c 834.  The couple were 

living at 39 Mysydd Terrace, Landore, Swansea with their 3 children Ada May Paddison4 

(Jun1903) born Bournbrook, Worcestershire, Tydfil Paddison4 (Sep 1909) born Merthyr Tydfil 

and John Hughes Paddison4 (1911) born Swansea.  The couple had another child Doreen M 

Paddison4 registered in Swansea in June 1915. 

William Henry Andrew3, now an engine driver, had married Swansea born Minnie Williams3 in 

the September quarter of 1906 in Swansea.  The couple resided at 80 Pentreguinea Road, 

Swansea with their 2 children Vera Andrew4 (Mar 1907) and Annie Andrew4 (Jun 1910).  They 

may have had a third child Phyllis A Andrew4 in Swansea in the December quarter of 1911. 

Elizabeth Andrew3 had married George Warlow3 (c1882), a railway guard from Milford Haven 

in the June quarter of 1905 in Swansea.  The couple was living at 16 Major Street, Swansea with 

their son Ronald Francis Warlow4 (1910).  They had another child, John A Warlow4 in 

Swansea registered in the June quarter of 1913. 

9.4 North Staffordshire 

Philip Andrew2, still a coal miner, and Mary Jane Andrew2 had moved to 22 Wood Street, 

Burslem.  Living with them was Aaron Andrew3, now a miner, who had married Burslem born 

Martha Barnish3 (c1890) in the March quarter of 1910.  It is believed this couple had three 

children post 1911, Margaretta Andrew4 (Sep 1911), Arthur Andrew4 (Jun 1915) and Gladys 

Andrew4 (Dec 1921).  Also present were sons James (Jim) Andrew3, a potter’s enameller and 

John Andrew3 a bricklayer’s labourer. 

James Hibberts3, still a potter’s presser and Grace Hibberts neé Andrew3 had moved to 9 Wood 

Street, Burslem.  In addition to Grace4 the couple had an additional 2 children James Hibberts4 

(Jun 1902) and William Hibberts4 (Sep 1908).  It is believed they had another child Thomas 

Hibberts in the June quarter of 1912. 

Philip2 and Mary Jane’s2 son Philip Andrew3 has not been found in 1911. 

Philip2 and Mary Jane’s2 son William James Andrew3, now a coal miner, had married Alice 

Bracegirdle3 (c1889) from Congleton, Cheshire in the December quarter of 1909.  The couple 

were living at 8 Princess Street, Tunstall with their son William James Kenneth Andrew4 (Dec 

1910).  They are believed to have had another son George M Andrew4 (Mar 1912). 

9.5 Cumberland 

John2 and Margaret’s2 son John Andrew3, still a coal miner and his wife Elizabeth3 had moved to 

75 Wood Street, Maryport.  Their sons William Andrew4, now a coal miner, Richard Andrew4 

and Albert Andrew4 were still living at home.  Their son John Andrew4 has not been found in 

1911.  Eldest son George Andrew4 had moved to the Wrexham area, see 9.1 Denbighshire. 

Hugh Parry3, still a coal miner and wife Elizabeth Jane Parry3 were now resident at 9 Albert 

Square, Scotch Street, Whitehaven.  All but the eldest of their children born prior to the 1901 

census were still at home together with an additional 3 more children; Elvina Parry4 (c1903), 

Sidney Parry4 (c1904) and Albert Victor Parry4 (c1906) all born in Whitehaven.  Older sons 

William Griffith Parry, Hugh Thomas Parry and Philip Andrew Parry were all underground coal 

mine labourers.  Edward Parry was a boot repairer.  Eldest son John H Parry4, now a “coal mine 

sett rider”, had married Lucy Edwards4 from somewhere in North Wales in the September 
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quarter of 1905.  The couple lived at 2 Pearson’s Court, Scotch Street, Whitehaven with their 2 

daughters Eva Mary Parry5 (c1906) and Elizabeth Parry5 (c1908) both born in Whitehaven. 

Thomas Abbott3 still an iron ore miner, and Mary Abbott3 were now living at 8 Market Place, 

Egremont.  Children Ellen Abbott4, Stanley Abbott4 and Margaretta Olive Abbott4 were still 

living at home with 2 additions to the family, Tryphena Abbott4 (Mar 1902) and Jenny Abbott 
4 (Jun 1907) both born in Egremont.  Thomas Albert Abbott4 is stated to have “gone abroad”.  

Mary Edwards Abbott was visiting Samuel and Jane Abbott (uncle and aunt) at 7 North Road.  

BMD records suggest Thomas and Mary had a further 2 children in the Whitehaven area post 

1911; John L Abbott4 (Sep 1911) and Gladys Abbott4 (Sep 1912). 

John3 and Margaret3Andrew’s daughter Sarah Andrew4 married George Henry Hollinson4 

(c1861) born Stockport Lane, a stationary engine driver for an electric light company, in the 

March quarter of 1909 in the Wrexham area.  In 1911 they lived at Hogarth House, Mount 

Pleasant, Whitehaven with their 2 children George Henry Hollinson5 (Dec 1909) born 

Wrexham and John A Hollinson5 (1911) born Whithaven. 

John3 and Margaret3Andrew’s daughter Ellen Andrew4 married Thomas William Dolman4 

(c1880) from Congleton, Cheshire in the March quarter of 1909 in the Wrexham area.  The 

couple also lived at Hogarth House with their son Ernest Glyn Dolman5 (Mar 1910) born 

Wrexham. 

John3 and Margaret3Andrew’s son Philip Andrew4 had married Elizabeth Davies4 (c1884) from 

Bala in the June quarter of 1906.  The couple were living at 7 Mountain View, Egremont with 3 

children Philip Andrew5 (Jun 1905) born Wrexham, Percy Andrew5 (c1907) and Sarah 

Andrew5 (9c1909) both born in Egremont.  

9.6 Lancashire 

John Richards3, now a tramways labourer, and Grace Richards3 had moved to 23 Earl Street, 

Atherton.  Still living at home were John Richards4, now a miner, Ellen4 and Grace Richards4, 

both cotton mill doffers, together with a new child Herbert Richards4 (c1905) born in Atherton. 

John and Grace’s son William Henry Richards4, now a coal miner, had married Mary Newby 

(c1890) from Hindsford, Lancashire in the June quarter of 1910.  The couple were living at 1 

Lord Street, Atherton.  BDM records suggest the couple had 4 children between 1914 and 1926; 

Edward Richards (Sep 1914), Herbert Richars (Jun 1917), Noreen Richards (Dec 1922) and 

Kenneth Richards (Mar 1926).  At the same address was brother Richard Richards4 also now a 

coal miner.  Daughter Elizabeth Richards4 has not been found in 1911. 

9.7 Cheshire 

Beatrice Hughes was now a domestic servant at 5 Hartismere Road, Wallasey. 

9.8 Worcestershire 

Margaretta Hughes4 was a domestic servant to a retired German merchant in Wyre Court, 

Bewdley. 

 

Mike Statham 
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THE FASCINATION THAT IS IN ALL MINING 
 

The Proceedings of the 2016 Welsh 

Mines Society Conference at 

Mellington Hall, Powys are now 

available. The conference celebrated 

the life in mining of the society’s late 

president George Hall and gave an 

opportunity for society members to 

present papers on various aspects of 

historical mining in Wales and 

elsewhere. 

 

Papers relating to George Hall 

provide personal recollections from 

people who had come into contact 

with him through mining, a 

description of his work in connection 

with the Shropshire mines, a pictorial 

record of his mineral processing mill 

at Esgairmwyn and a discussion of 

his archival legacy. 

 

The remaining papers are: a summary 

of current research work on 

quantitative aspects of the Great 

Orme Bronze Age copper mines; 

archaeological investigations of 

medieval lead mining and smelting 

sites in Wales; early modern mining and smelting at Strata Florida and Maen Arthur; an outline 

of the life of the ‘other’ George Hall, who was involved in gold mining in Australia and Wales; 

mining cartoons and the reality behind them; a history of lighting in the metal mines of north 

Wales and an approach to the practical geology of the central Wales orefield.  

 

WMS members may obtain copies at the reduced price of £10 (+ £2.50 p&p). It will be available 

for purchase from Mary and Barry Dupree who have kindly agreed to organise the distribution of 

this Journal.   

They can be contacted at    dupreebcd@yahoo.co.uk 

 

The Fascination that is in all Mining, ed. D. J. Linton, Welsh Mines and Mining 5 (Welsh Mines 

Society, 2018), PB, 92 pp, ISBN 978-0-9561377-4-6, £11.00 + £2.50 p&p. 

Dave Linton 

 

My apologies for suggesting, in newsletter 78, that the WMS would be responsible for publishing 

the proceedings of this year’s NAMHO Conference in the Forest of Dean. This of course is not 

the case, as although the Forest is in “our patch” the conference was not a WMS event. Ed. 

 

 

 

 

mailto:dupreebcd@yahoo.co.uk
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AN UNUSUAL TAKEOVER STRATEGY 
 

 Robert Knight and Chauncy Townsend engaged in a decade-long legal dispute over the 

ownership of collieries between Swansea and Neath.  Documents from the dispute reveal a 

difficult relationship between a naive and probably incompetent partner and a nervous and 

probably unscrupulous partner. 

 Over the past decade the staff at the National Archives at Kew have helped to make 

court cases in the C11 series from the 18th century more accessible to researchers.  The increased 

details in the Discovery catalogue make it easier to identify participants and to follow 

developments in a case, especially involving new claims and countersuits.  For example, it 

helped me to trace a very complicated dispute about the proceeds of the 1745 capture of two 

French merchant ships worth £800,000 (yes, that is the correct number of zeroes) by British 

privateers over the period of 1745 to 1752.  This dispute was complicated, first, by a multitude of 

countersuits; second, by suits amongst the defendants; and third, by a number of name changes in 

the title as the death of the main plaintiff resulted in a renaming of the case. (See Richard 

VandeWetering, “Privateers and lawyers: the 1745-1752 battle over the treasures of the 

Marquis d’Antin and the Louis Erasmus” in Magna (Nov 2016, Vol 27. No 2) pp. 39-42)   

Unfortunately, much of the C12 series for the latter half of the century still has not been 

catalogued in greater detail, but the information from C11 cases provide “leads” as to which C12 

cases will be relevant.  Also, the Chancery judgements (C33) are still very tedious to access, and 

once found, often uninformative (they might simply deal with a motion for extra time to submit 

an answer), and researchers have to be aware that sometimes cases were settled by the parties 

before they reached a final judgement.  Nevertheless, 18th century court cases can provide us 

with interesting details about Welsh mining. 

 An example is the legal dispute between Robert Knight and Chauncy Townsend.  This 

resulted in two cases: Townsend v Knight (1753: C11/202/19), and Knight v Townsend (1755: 

C12/836/51, 1758: C12/863/65, 1759: C12/996/37).  These cases became connected (though not 

legally) to a dispute involving substantially higher stakes: the distribution of the estate of Henry 

Hare, Lord Colerane/Coleraine who died August 10th, 1749.  Knight and Rose du Plessis and 

Henrietta Rosa Peregrina du Plessis (Townsend’s future daughter-in-law) were the parties to that 

even longer running court battle.  It seems to me that Townsend had the legal advantage (though 

not the moral advantage) with respect to the coal mine cases, while Knight had the legal 

advantage (though not the moral advantage) with respect to the will.  Judgements for Knight v 

Townsend may be found at C33/405/525 (29 May 1756), C33/407/483 (9 July 1757), 

C33/411/41 (18 Nov 1758), and C33/413/458 (14 July 1760).  These judgements were 

uninformative; there is no final judgment recorded.  The case probably ended on a compromise 

which was connected to the settlement of the will. 

 Robert Knight (d 1765) of Tythegston, Glamorgan operated collieries at Maes 

Maddock near Neath on a lease from Bussy Lord Mansel/Mansell.  Chauncy Townsend (1708-

70) was a successful London merchant, government contractor, and MP.  On the 22nd of August 

1748 they became partners, with Knight managing the collieries.  On the 4th of May 1749, they 

became co-managers of the mines.  In October of that year the partnership was dissolved, with 

Townsend taking over the coal mines. 

 The “Complaints” and “Answers” submitted in the court cases reveal a) Knight’s 

reason for seeking a partner; b) how Townsend became involved; c) why Townsend became 

nervous; d) how Townsend protected himself; e) why Knight would think that Townsend was a 

scoundrel (1); f) why Knight would think that Townsend was a scoundrel (2); g) why Knight 

would think that Townsend was a scoundrel (3); and h) why Knight would think that Townsend 

was a scoundrel (4). 
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a) Knight’s reason for seeking a partner 

 Robert Knight leased Bussy Mansel’s land at Maes Maddock to work coal for fifty 

years on September 6th 1743.(Glam Archive Cardiff DTY/341)   We do not know much about 

these collieries from 1743 to 1748.  Apparently he sold some coal to the navy in 1745. (NA 

ADM 106/1019/119)  However, we can say that Knight was enthusiastic and undercapitalized.  

An enthusiastic Knight had great hopes of finding the Great Vein, and he believed that he found 

it in 1748.  He also wrote a poem about coal which was included in the legal documents. (see 

below)   Knight, however, had a problem : he was low on capital.  He needed help.  The obvious 

solution was to attempt to get help from his uncle Lord Colerane, who lived at Bruce Castle, 

Tottenham, about six miles north of the City of London.  Colerane had already given Knight 

money.  This time he was unreceptive.  Townsend would later suggest that Colerane was 

unreceptive because he knew that Knight was incompetent. 

 

b) how Townsend became involved 

 Chauncy Townsend had rented a ‘country’ house in Tottenham since at least 1737.  As 

a merchant of the City he may have done this as a matter of prestige, but probably it was also for 

the health of his wife Bridget.  Through the 1740s he was active in parish affairs, and the family 

had a pew in the parish church until late 1749.  Townsend became acquainted with his neighbour 

Colerane, and I think that it is likely that he would avoid doing anything to offend Colerane.  In 

late July 1748, Knight was again visiting Bruce Castle in order to raise capital from his Uncle.  

Townsend recounted that on this visit, Colerane was not home, and Colerane’s servants were not 

willing to admit or lodge Knight at the Castle.  Knight asked for help from Townsend’s wife 

Bridget, and the family welcomed Knight into their home as a favour to Colerane.  Townsend 

and Knight discussed mining. 

 Townsend had some experience respecting lead mining; he grew up in the home of his 

grandfather Richard Chauncy, who was a prominent member of the Company of Mine 

Adventurers until his death in 1734.  Townsend himself was listed as a member of the Company 

in 1728 and 1730.  Because of a lack of records concerning the Company between 1730 and 

1750 it is difficult to say whether Townsend kept an active interest in it.  Townsend also had 

some experience of coal mining, though in a surprising place: Cape Breton in North America.  

When the British occupied Louisbourg in 1745 they also captured local coal mines.  Townsend 

already had contracts to supply the army and the navy, and from 1747 to 1749 he contracted to 

provide the British garrison with coal and wood for fuel.  This contract ended when the British 

returned Louisbourg to the French.  Townsend never visited his North American collieries, but 

they gave him some experience of the industry.  He must have been aware of the speculative 

nature of mine adventures and the potential for high costs. 

 Townsend further recounted that Knight had explained that he needed only £80 to 

complete his improvements to the collieries.  Colerane had in the past lent him money, but was 

now angry with him, saying that the mines were ruining Knight.  Townsend agreed to lend £80 to 

Knight.  He further said that after visiting the works, he might put in an extra £200 or £300, 

though only if Colerane agreed.  Townsend said that Knight was delighted with this proposal, “in 

his Extasy of Joy bursting into Tears” (C12/836/51), and proclaiming that this was enough to 

complete the improvements to the works, including a new pier.  Knight apparently did not see 

Colerane. 

 In August, Townsend visited Knight at Hotwells in Bristol, and together they went to 

Neath to tour the works.  Townsend brought along Capt. Robert Cleeve, who Knight said was 

employed by Townsend and had great experience of coal, but whom Townsend said was 

recommended by Knight to give advice on a new pier/dock. 

 The visit revealed to Townsend that Knight had exaggerated the prosperity and state of 

the collieries, but he accepted the assertion that £250 was enough to complete access to the vein.  
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Townsend later claimed innocence over this technical matter, and argued that he trusted Knight 

too much–an argument Knight would also make in reverse.  However, it was obvious to 

Townsend that for the works to thrive they needed to obtain Bussy Mansel’s neighbouring leases.  

This would also have the benefit of providing them with an already built landing stage. 

 On the 22nd of August 1748 they signed an agreement and became partners, with 

Townsend paying £250 for a moiety of the coalworks at Maes Maddock, Baglan, and Aberavon.  

Knight would receive 0.3.6 per wey of coal dug at collieries other than Maes Maddock (though 

Knight later complained that this had not been paid.).  The agreement mentioned an intention to 

approach Mansel about obtaining leases.  Knight would continue to manage the works.   

 

c) why Townsend became nervous 

The stories of each from this point grow apart. 

 At the time, Knight did not appear to see anything as amiss.  Five years later, Knight 

interpreted Townsend’s actions as sabotaging his good work, with the aim of pushing Knight out 

of the works.  Townsend only slowly exploited the great vein, and instead put money into 

expensive and complicated new levels.  Knight argued that Townsend also introduced expensive 

new surface works, including a “covered way” near the River Neath.  All the while Townsend 

overstated costs.  Knight also said that at the same time Townsend tore down a pier/dock to 

reduce the value of the collieries. 

 Townsend, not surprisingly, had a different perspective.  First, he came to have 

concerns about Knight’s competence.  He found that Colerane, Mansel, and the colliery workers 

thought little of Knight’s managerial abilities.  Second, he came to have a realization of how 

much capital was going to be required for the collieries to be a success.  Knight had seriously 

underestimated the costs of improvements.  By May 1749, Townsend had put £800 into the 

mine–not matched by Knight–in his view with much of it wasted.  Knight was already deeply in 

debt, and while Townsend did not specifically mention it, a possible bankruptcy by Knight would 

at the very least create legal problems for the collieries and possibly much worse. 

 Townsend’s first step was to become more involved.  In May 1749, he took co-

management of the coal mines, and insisted on the appointment of John Wilson as the manager.  

Townsend lived in Wales from May to September, to the detriment of his London business.  

Townsend also noted that Wilson could not find Knight’s great vein.  Further he argued that the 

expensive improvements (the covered way, the pier/dock) of which Knight complained had 

actually been initiated by Knight. 

 The collieries clearly needed more capital.  Townsend was worried that he would have 

to bear the brunt of this; he was worried about Knight’s incompetence; and he was worried about 

his family’s financial security. 

 

d) how Townsend protected himself 

 The mines still needed capital.  Knight offered to invest £500 more.  Townsend 

responded that he was not prepared to put more of his own money into the mine, and he advised 

Knight not to do so either.  Instead, he proposed that they should raise capital from elsewhere.  

Townsend put forth a scheme under which they would raise £2000, using the mines as collateral.  

The investor would be paid out of the proceeds of the collieries for 69 years through six annuities 

each paying £75 per year (a total of £450).  Townsend agreed that this was a high rate of interest, 

but argued that the collieries were a risky investment.  Knight said that he was inexperienced in 

this area, and he trusted that Townsend was proposing a good deal in good faith.  

 Townsend first offered Knight the opportunity to get his friends to take this offer, but it 

seemed likely that if Knight had been able to do this, that he would have not needed to involve 

Townsend in the first place.  In any case, Townsend claimed that Knight said that his friends 

were not interested, on the grounds that they had a low opinion of Knight’s mining abilities. 
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 Knight’s situation had potentially also been changed by the death of his uncle Lord 

Colerane in August.  The situation surrounding Colerane’s will was complicated, but the 

prospect was there that Knight would have access via his son to a large amount of capital.  The 

difficulty was that he was going to have to challenge the named heir Henrietta Rosa Peregrina 

Duplessis in what likely would be an extended legal case.  It would be a long time before he 

could count on access to this money.  He could not have known that the case would take 14 years 

to settle.  

 Townsend then told Knight that he knew of a London merchant named Jeremiah Smith 

(no relation to Townsend’s later son-in-law John Smith) who would provide £2000 capital.  The 

deal was finalized in late September 1749 through Smith’s lawyer Charles Browne.  Knight said 

that the six annuities were unassigned at the time, and that Smith had intended to assign them to 

a Dutch family in London, but Townsend opposed this, since it might be hard to find the 

beneficiaries if they moved back to Holland.  At this point, Knight gave two different versions of 

what happened.  In the first, he seemed to have no knowledge of the annuitants until later. 

 Here I am going to pause.  The actions of Townsend to this point seemed to prudent.  

He was looking to protect himself, his family, and his business from what appeared a potentially 

dangerous situation: a partner that was incompetent and indebted, and his terror at the potential 

of ever increasing debts.  

e) why Knight would think that Townsend was a scoundrel (1) 

 To resume the story: where Knight initially claimed that he did not know the names of 

the annuitants, he later stated that after the Dutch family was rejected, that he witnessed Smith 

instead enter the names of Townsend’s six children as the annuitants.  Townsend countered that 

of course Knight knew--it was Knight who wrote in the names! 

 While the advantages of this for Townsend’s family are obvious (protection for them if 

things went wrong), this should have prompted questions from Knight. 

 

f) why Knight would think that Townsend was a scoundrel (2) 

 Knight later learned that Smith’s lawyer Charles Browne also happened to be a lawyer 

whom Townsend frequently used.  Even later, after Smith’s death on the 22nd of June 1752, 

Knight learned from his survivors that Smith had acted as a trustee for Townsend in this matter, 

and that the £2000 in question had not come from Smith but from Townsend.  In his 

submissions, Townsend had to admit that this was true, but he implied that he had tried to find an 

investor but was unable to do so.  Further, Townsend suggested that if this deal had not occurred, 

he would have discontinued the partnership, and would have sued Knight for the difference in 

their expenditures. 

 

g) why Knight would think that Townsend was a scoundrel (3) 

 According to Knight, things quickly became worse.  The £2000 was quickly spent, and 

Knight could not get an accounting from Townsend of how this was done.  Worse, in late 

October 1749, Townsend claimed that the partnership needed even more capital. 

 Then Knight was dealt a devastating blow.  At a December 9th meeting with Smith in 

London, Smith claimed that the annuities had not been paid, claimed breach of contract, and 

threatened to seize the colliery.  Knight said that he offered to pay half of the annuities, but Smith 

demanded the full amount; further, he wanted his £2000 back plus costs amounting to £2300, and 

he wanted this within two weeks, or else he would take the colliery.  In his own claim, Townsend 

wrote that he did not know what had happened at that meeting, but this seems hard to believe. 

 Knight was boxed in: he had no spare cash and Townsend had made it clear that he 

was not going to provide more money to the partnership.  It must have been very frustrating for 

Knight, given the money waiting in the Colerane estate.  Knight argued that Townsend knew that 

Knight was under pressure because of the lawsuits around Colerane, when he threatened to close 
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the collieries.  Knight was faced with losing it all. 

 Knight therefore chose the remaining prudent action: he agreed to dissolve the 

partnership, and give Townsend control of the lease.  Townsend agreed to take over all debts of 

the partnership.  They agreed not to make claims against each other.  Townsend took over 

Knight’s share and gave him a choice of a) a £300 annuity for his life; b) a £200 annuity for the 

life of him, his wife, and his son; or c) 0.1.3 per wey for part of the coal raised (which would 

amount to approximately £40 a year).  Townsend said that Knight chose the last option, and the 

collieries became Townsend’s. 

 

h) why Knight would think that Townsend was a scoundrel (4) 

 In 1748, Townsend recognized that the business would be strengthened if it expanded 

to include more of Mansel’s lands.  Immediately after signing the partnership agreement, 

Townsend visited his acquaintance Mansel at his estate in Sussex and proceeded to obtain extra 

leases.  Knight did not take part in these negotiations, though he insisted that he had toured the 

lands with Townsend and was a party to the deal.  I am not clear as to which lease this involved.  

This must have involved the 1749 lease; unfortunately for Knight, his name was not on the lease.  

Further, Townsend claimed that Knight acknowledged in an October 2nd 1749 letter that he was 

not part of this lease.  Knight may also have believed this applied to the 7 November 1750 lease 

of Mansel to Townsend for Llansamlet.  Again, Knight was not named on the lease. 

 

The Court Cases 

 We have only a partial picture of the legal maneuvers that followed.  Strangely, the 

first record we have is the 1753 case of Townsend v Knight, in which Townsend was the plaintiff 

and Knight the defendant.  Townsend asked that Knight be compelled to provide his copy of 

their separation agreement.  I presume that this was a countersuit to an earlier suit by Knight.  

Knight v Townsend first appears in 1755, with additional complaints and answers in 1758 and 

1759.  The main question of the case seemed to be whether Knight was entitled to half of the 

profits from the 1750 lease with Mansel for lands at Llansamlet and Kilvey.  Knight seemed to 

wish to establish that the partnership had not been dissolved. 

 As mentioned, there was no formal Chancery judgement in the case.  I think that it was 

resolved in connection with the settlement of the Colerane estate.  At some point in the 1750s 

Townsend became involved in the case.  This does not seem the result of a concerned neighbour 

helping a widow and her child, nor does it appear that this was some sort of strategic meddling.  

What happened was that at some point Chauncy’s son James fell in love with Henrietta du 

Plessis.  They married in 1763.  In the same year a compromise was worked out and enshrined in 

an Act of Parliament where the children of Knight received £30000, Knight himself received 

£5000, and Henrietta and James received the estate, including Bruce Castle. (William Robinson.  

History and Antiquities of the Parish of Tottenham (Vol I).  London: Nicholls, 1840.  Appendix 2)  

James, now a substantial landowner (though with substantial debts), seems to have redirected his 

energies from mining towards being a country gentleman and a nationally-prominent politician.  

This heavy burden, which I assume Chauncy would have shared, presumably limited Chauncy’s 

investments in mid-Wales, Llansamlet, and Llanelli. 

 The partnership of Robert Knight and Chauncy Townsend broke apart in an unusual 

manner.  Townsend improvised a scheme to protect his family and displace Knight involving the 

creation of annuities and financing a third party who then became creditor to the partnership, and 

who then called in the loan.  The result was that Knight was squeezed out of the partnership.  I 

am curious as to whether similar schemes were employed by other adventurers regarding other 

mines or other businesses.  Have Society members come across any instances?  If so, I would 

welcome an email message at rvandewe@uwo.ca or a letter to Richard VandeWetering, SSC 

4143, Dept of Politics, University of Western Ontario, London, Canada, N6A 5C2. 

mailto:rvandewe@uwo.ca
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Robert Knight’s poem (NA DEL 2/71 5 June 1747) 

 

On Coal 

Tho lowe my verse, the Subject yet demands 

Attention, as conducive to man’s use. 

Nature, who nothing has designd in vain 

Deep in th’ interior bowels of the Earth 

Has hid this treasure, that the[y] may employ 

the long laborious Industry of Man 

To raise it from the deep recess below. 

Not the rich Mines of Mexico produce 

Ought more assisting to the general good. 

They yield us partial Happiness alone, 

As Gold procures the benefits of Life. 

Abstract that consequence and what availe 

the Ingots of Potosi when Loud storms 

And winters steely blasts drive on the Snowe. 

We soon shou[l]d perish in this northern Clime 

If this great lasting Gift of Providence 

did not enable us with genial joy 

to Spend our dark cold nights by Cheerfull fires. 

How can my humble Muse attempt to paint 

the vast extensive commerce of our I[s]le 

Yet this extensive Commerce is enlarged 

by numerous hands attending on the trade 

of this great Nursery of the British fleet 

Hail Coal beneficent from first ordaind 

the breads of Thousands, mays’t thou long remain 

The great Support and comfort of our Land. 

 
Richard VandeWetering 

 

PLINY’S HYDRAULIC MINING 
 

In the article 'What is Meant by Hushing?', I put forward the view that the description of 

hydraulic working given by Pliny the Elder in his Natural History (Book XXXIII - XXI. 66 to 

XXII. 79) was not a valid example of hushing. In this article, Pliny's text is analysed so that you 

can form your own conclusions.  

In the section on gold, Pliny explains that it is obtained in three ways, as alluvial gold 

from rivers, by sinking shafts to work veins and, rather strangely, 'in the fallen debris of 

mountains'. It is this latter way that is of interest and refers to techniques developed to work 

particular auriferous deposits in a mountainous area of north-west Spain. 

The process started by driving galleries deep into the mountains. How they chose the 

right place is not described nor is the geology, but the rock is clearly identified as prone to 

collapse such that arches have to be left to support the roof at frequent intervals. Photographs of 

one such site show a deep, horizontal sedimentary deposit peppered with larger rocks. This was 

worked by normal underground techniques until all that could be safely extracted had been taken 

out. 
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Pliny then describes a terrifying procedure whereby miners enter the worked out area 

and start chipping away the supports of the arched roofs. A sentinel on a pinnacle of the 

mountain watches the ground below and when it starts to crack he gives the alarm and the miners 

are called out leaving the mountainside to collapse with a huge crash. 

Whilst the mining has been taking place, high level leats have been built to bring water 

to the tops of the mountains, a monumental task in its own right and Pliny writes that they were 

frequently 100 miles in length. They were led into reservoirs 200ft each way and ten feet deep 

with five sluices each a yard square. The reservoirs were sited so as to ensure that a torrent of 

water could be released down the hillside 'with such violence as to sweep forward the broken 

rock'. 

This deluge was directed onto the area of collapsed mountainside and swept the debris 

down into the valley below. On the more level ground trenches had been cut, the sides lined with 

planks and the bottom filled with 'gorse' to trap the gold. The trenches are described as 'stepped', 

but whether that means they were set across the line of the flood or in line with it is unclear. 

Subsequently, the gorse was retrieved, dried and burned to release the gold which required no 

further processing.  

This whole procedure was clearly very successful, Pliny referring to claims that 

‘Asturia, Callaecia and Lusitania produce in this way 20,000 lbs. weight of gold a year’, but they 

were working an area very rich in gold and we do not know how much of it was swept into the 

sea. How applicable is this process to the interpretation of hushing remains in Wales? There is a 

superficial resemblance inasmuch as both feature leats and reservoirs albeit of different 

magnitude, the reservoirs being large in the Roman case and medium to small in Wales. The 

crucial difference between the two systems becomes very evident when the water is released 

from the reservoir.  

In Wales, the very diagnostic feature of hushing activity is the relatively narrow outlet 

from the reservoir leading into often multiple channels that fan out across a hillside. This is 

indicative of a directed, sustained, low volume flow of water of limited energy, a flow that is 

only capable of mobilising small particles such as mud, grit, gravel and perhaps small pebbles. In 

the Roman system, the whole objective was to produce a short duration high energy flood of 

water. This was done by siting the reservoir where the sudden opening of multiple gates released 

a broad flood of water down a steep slope directly above the target area of fractured rock. This 

torrential deluge scoured away the debris, sending rock crashing against rock, breaking up those 

friable lumps and liberating the nuggets of gold to be trapped lower down the hillside. The Welsh 

hushing was part of the initial phase of exploration prior to mining whereas the Roman technique 

was the final phase of activity, an attempt to recover gold left in the previously worked ground. 

One further point that needs to be emphasised is that the Romans were working rock 

that had been shattered by the dramatic collapsing process and not trying to work an untouched 

hard rock deposit. It seems that even with such a high energy torrent hard rock deposits could not 

be worked. If they could have been, the very dangerous collapse technique would have been 

unnecessary. Instead Pliny tells us that vein deposits were worked by the familiar techniques of 

shafts, wooden props, ore crushing, washing and so on. Hence, my scepticism that mines such as 

Craig y Mwyn were ever actually worked by the water from the small reservoirs above. Perhaps 

former hushing reservoirs were reused as a source of water for washing ore brought out of the 

levels, but no more than that.  

Is my personal interpretation correct? I can but urge you to go out and look at hushing 

remains, think about what you can see and reach your own conclusions. 

Roger Bird 
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PUBLICATIONS & SOURCES 

 
Below! Journal of the Shropshire Caving and Mining Club 1/2018 (Spring 2018) 

pp. 3-7: SCMC trip reports including visits to Camdwrbach, Bryn-y-Afr and Henfwlch mines, 

Ogof Llanymynech, Wemyss, Fron Goch, Cwmorthin, Cwmystwyth; 

p. 9: Dinas Silica Mine; pp. 11-13: Mines near Nant y Moch Reservoir; pp. 14-15: A summary of 

underground works at Cwmystwyth; p. 24: note on the possibility of restarting gold mining at 

Clogau and Gwynfynydd gold mines. 

 
Royal Commission Archive & Library Bulletin of Newly Catalogued Material – August 

2018 
Tucker Collection: Ref. No. DGT 

Collection of notes, slides, maps, drawings, extracts, deeds, papers, articles and transcripts, all 

collected or produced by former Royal Commissioner D. G. Tucker and his wife, Mary. Records 

include: notes and drafts on the Pembrokeshire slate industry, material concerning the Francis 

Papers (about Cardiganshire mines) Teme Mills, Radnorshire Mills, records concerning the 

Druid’s Inn Papers, and miscellaneous material on various sites and topics, mainly industrial, as 

well as miscellaneous slides. 

Covering dates: 1982-1987 

 

THE NORTH WALES CAVE RESCUE ORGANISATION  

Earlier in the year the North Wales Cave Rescue Organisation were informed that their main 

source of annual income from the Welsh Sports Association safety grant was to cease.  The 

reason is likely to have been the WSA’s own funding cuts, forcing it to concentrate on 

supporting competitive sports rather than general outdoor activities. As a result NWCRO asked 

the WMS for support and we have agreed to make a donation of £400 to assist them at this 

difficult time. 

 

For many WMS members who go underground in North Wales the backup provided by the 

NWCRO should something go wrong has always been most re-assuring  - and the NWCRA has 

certainly provided essential assistance in at least one incident involving a WMS member (the late 

Peter Hay). 

 

By coincidence at the time that we made the donation the NWCRO had a callout. This was 

reported by the Daily Post (16th August) under the headline “Campers feared missing in caves 

spark rescue operation” which read as follows: “A party of five campers feared missing in caves 

sparked a major search. North Wales Cave Rescue Organisation was called at 11.15pm yesterday 

(August 15) to reports of five people overdue from a trip into the disused Croesor Rhosydd Slate 

Mine, outside Blaenau Ffestiniog, Gwynedd. Cave rescue personnel were supported by two of 

Aberglaslyn Mountain Rescue Team’s 4x4 vehicles as they searched for the missing campers. 

After almost four hours the team was informed the group had made it back to their base and the 

search and rescue teams were stood down. It is believed a “breakdown in communications” was 

responsible for the alarm.” 

 

North Wales Cave Rescue Organisation is a Registered Charity and aims to “preserve and protect 

people and animals injured or stranded, either above or below ground” in North Wales. It is 

always looking to recruit new members and they would ideally like to sign up all active cavers 

and mine explorers involved in the area to their call-out list. Perhaps there are some WMS 

members who would like to offer their assistance? 
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CONFERENCE REPORT:  MINEXCHANGE  
Organised by Natural Resources Wales, held at the University of Wales, Trinity Saint 

David, September 5-6, 2018 

 

The history of site remediation and reduction of pollution from discharge waters at Welsh metal 

mines is all too often one of confused objectives, inappropriate engineering, funding constraints 

and disrespect for mining heritage. Of late however this situation and social attitude is changing 

fast; notably under the stimulus of the Contaminated Land Capital Funding announced by the 

Welsh Assembly Government in 2018. The remediation objectives as now set out by Natural 

Resources Wales (NRW) are thus worth setting out in full:  

 

"to develop innovative, cost effective and sustainable methods to reduce the impact of polluting 

metal mine discharge waters to Wales's rivers that lead to improvements in our rivers ecological 

quality and their reported environmental status". In addition, "to enhance the recreational, 

heritage, educational and cultural potential of these important sites to deliver social , educational 

and economic benefits for all."   

 

The latter objective is of course exactly why the Cambrian Mines Trust was set up in 2014 so I 

attended this meeting as their representative with high expectations. 

I was not disappointed. The meeting proved timely, well-organised and very informative 

with one day of presentations by NRW, academia and industry followed by a field trip to Frongoch 

/ Wemyss to see problems and potential solutions on the ground. Beyond the 'management-speak' 

within a few presentations and occasional illegibility/inaudibility of others, the following 

conclusions stood out: 

- the need for a 'modular' approach in project design to allow for introduction of new technologies 

over long life spans during which methodologies may need to change. 

- the goal of reducing power requirements to a level capable of being met by non grid-based 

systems and of ensuring remote monitoring of performance where internet availability is 

incomplete and inspection costs high. 

- the desirability of radically improving project economics by recovering metals of commercial 

value rather than paying for 'disposal' of hazardous recovered waste. 

- recognition that most sites have different problems both of hydrology and metal chemistry and 

that a multiplicity of technological approaches will probably be needed, both active / passive and 

biotic / abiotic. 

- the need to understand the permeability structure of tailings dumps in which the climatically 

influenced saturations  of two phase fluids (air and water) can control drainage characteristics and 

hence the metal loading of percolating waters.  

NRW very laudably wish to develop a real time model for project hydrology from mine 

inlet / outlet through processing to the final river catchment. The inlet / outlet route is of course of 

great interest to the mine exploration community and it was very pleasing to see WMS members 

listed in the acknowledgements of some presentations. I made the point in discussion that even if 

mine plans are available the connectivity of workings depicted therein may have changed 

considerably over the past hundred years and that 'Health and Safety' concerns over re-entry, 

resurvey and research have been handled successfully with due common sense by WMS members 

over many years. Input from such 'amateur' sources can drastically steepen the expectation curves 

of project NPV* by reducing uncertainties in the risk assessment and 'authority' is increasingly 

listening to them. 

 

*Net Present Value; i.e. cash in minus cash out over project life, all adjusted to the current value    

of money after historic and anticipated future inflation 
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Of the new methodologies, I thought the highlights included: 

- measuring dilution of hydrologic tracers for greatly improved density and quality of data on metal 

source apportionment, notably for the problem of point source pollution (eg adit) versus diffuse 

source pollution (eg tailings dumps below water table).  

- the use of microbial biomass (acid-tolerant sulphidogenic bacteria) to produce clean saleable 

metal sulphides, the 'power source' (ie food) for this being cheap glycerol rather than relatively 

expensive electricity needed for electro-coagulation (in trial at Frongoch) or an electro-chemical 

treatment needing expensive sacrificial anodes of magnesium. This is a truly exciting field of 

research (biomining) which will surely take on increasing importance. 

- increasing interest in encouraging 'nature-based' remediation via spoil soil improvement and 

suitable planting (eg Miscanthus and Reed Canary Grass) which could be of great help in some 

stages of remediation at sites suitable for mechanical seeding/harvesting. A current trial is now in 

progress on flat land at Bwlch Glas. 

The top seven metal mine pollution offenders currently identified by NRW are, in 

descending order: Abbey Consols, Frongoch / Wemyss, Cwm Rheidol, Cwmystwyth, Dylife, 

Parys Mountain and Esgairmwyn (this latter the classic own-goal of the National Rivers Authority 

who shut down George Hall's tailings treatment operation which would have solved the problem!). 

Should progress in academic research and field trials justify making MINEXCHANGE an annual 

event the Cambrian Mines Trust has invited NRW to hold the field excursion in 2019 at 

Cwmystwyth; a site with very different problems to Frongoch. 

 

David James. 

FORTHCOMING WELSH MINES SOCIETY MEETS 
Summer Meet - Planned for the weekend of 15th/16th June 2019, organised by Paul Smyth 

and Dave Seabourne. 

Saturday - Great Orme mines  

Sunday- Llanrwst mining district,  

 

Autumn Meet – Date to be announced,  Ystumtuen area, Ceredigion, organised by Ioan Lord.  

Saturday – Ystumtuen  to Bwlchgwyn, Llwynteifi & Dolgamfa mines. 

Sunday –    Bontgoch to Cefngwyn mine, with underground options. 

 

Full details of the two weekends will be in the Spring 2019 newsletter. 

 

NAMHO 2019 
This will be a five day event, from Thursday 4th July to Monday 8th July, based at Llanafan, 

Ceredigion and organised by the Cambrian Mines Trust in association with Dr Peter Claughton 

as lecture programme organiser. Bookings will be open from early in 2019. Further information 

can be had on the Cambrian Mines Trust website. 

 

DATA PROTECTION REGULATIONS 
A small number of WMS members and Newsletter subscribers have still not responded to my 

request to positively confirm that they are happy for their information to be retained and used as 

set out in the WMS Data Protection Policy. A separate sheet is included with this newsletter for 

these recalcitrant members and our compliance to the 2018 General Data Protection Regulations 

would be improved if they would respond. 
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BEARER OF BAD NEWS 
The news of Roger Shambrook’s death in May 2016 has only recently reached me. Many members 

will remember the Reverend (and his faithful dog) at past field trips. He always tackled our outings 

to wilder Wales, even in the most testing of conditions. and his eventual reappearance from the 

mist at the end of the day were always noted with no little relief by the field trip organisers.  His 

last contribution to the society was the collection and cataloguing of the 300 or so books from the 

late John Henner – a task that was much appreciated at the time. 

 

SUBCRIPTION RATES FOR 2019  
The subscription rates for 2019 are unchanged yet again.  In particular the insurance rates are still 

held as previous years – congratulations to those at the British Caving Association who have 

achieved this! 

 

Your current subscription status is shown on your Newsletter envelope label. If it is highlighted in 

fluorescent colour it means payment is due. Cheques (payable to Welsh Mines Society) should be 

sent to David Roe, 20, Lutterburn Street, Ugborough, Ivybridge, Devon PL21 0NG 

 

WMS membership with BCA overground insurance is £11 (includes Newsletter) 

WMS membership with BCA underground insurance is £22 (includes Newsletter) 

WMS membership where you have BCA insurance through another club or society is £5 (you only 

have to pay the BCA insurance premium once)  

WMS Newsletter only subscription is £5 

 

If you have not paid for previous years then please add an extra £5 to cover each of the unpaid 

years. 

 

You must have a current BCA insurance to be a member of the Welsh Mines Society and only 

BCA insured members may attend WMS field trip meetings. (For details of the BCA insurance 

see british-caving.org.uk/?page=3) 

Above three items – David Roe 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Please let David Roe davidroeqsa@gmail.com (postal address above) know of any changes to 

your postal or email address, phone number or interests so that his records can be kept up to date. 

This particularly applies to your email address, which is the easiest and cheapest way of 

contacting you. 
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W.M.S. SWEATSHIRTS &TEESHIRTS. 
 

Please contact Daveleen Alder for details at 43 Rowlands Crescent, Solihull, West Midlands, 

B91 2JE, or phone  0121 711 1049  (answerphone) / email  daveleen44@hotmail.co.uk 

 

MID WALES MINES # 2 
 

Some notes on recent works at  Wilkinsons Level, Alltycrib,  

As I understand it, the left hand branch was originally blocked by a fall at Childs Shaft, this was 

originally dug through in the 1970s by Simon Hughes and friends and an oil drum fitted. This 

had corroded over time, become one third filled with ‘concrete’ hardened attle, also the level 

beyond was a tight crawl under bad roof. 

This mine now comes under the remit of Cave Access Ltd of which I am a director, and earlier 

this year I decided to address this issue for reasons of safety and sociable access. Two thirds of 

the drum representing the corroded area was cut out with the remainder cleaned out and 

steelwork put in to retain material spilling in from Childs Shaft on the left. Beyond, the tight 

crawl was opened up and the bad roof supported by concrete blockwork. At this time the area 

beyond is now easily explored to the area of Western Engine shaft and an interesting SRT 

descent through the adjacent stopes. 

Exploring the Alltycrib Hill in the late 1980s I have a vague recollection of looking down into an 

openworks and seeing an ore truck. While doing this work a lot of material was removed from 

the shaft and looking up, a complete truck could be seen wedged in the shaft and holding back 

more debris. I believe that here is actually a working, which looks difficult to get to, about 20 

feet above Wilkinsons Level.  

Roy Fellows 

 

IVOR BROWN MEMORIAL LECTURES 
 

On Saturday October 27th  a day of lectures was held at the Ironbridge Gorge Museum Glass 

Classroom at Coalbrookdale in memory of WMS member Ivor Brown. It was organised by the 

Shropshire Caving and Mining Club. 

Six WMS members attended what was a very good day of talks, mainly centred on 

aspects of Ivor`s life or subjects associated with him. Ivor,s wife, Iris made a short speech which 

was followed by Kelvin Lake who gave us a presentation of Ivor`s life. Other talks included his 

involvement with the National Mining Museum at Capstone and the preservation of the St 

Aidens opencast dragline Oddball. There were many other talks, too many to mention in this 

brief report.  

On Sunday some of us went on a walking tour of the important industrial buildings and 

features around Coalbrookdale led by David de Haan, chairman of the Friends of Ironbridge 

Gorge Museum Trust. Others did a walking tour of the Jackfield stabilisation project and mining 

remains by Neal Rushton, chairman of the Shropshire Caving and Mining Club. 

 

Paul Smyth 

 

NORTH WALES MINERS ASSOCIATION TRUST LTD 
 

When Bersham Colliery closed in 1986, Ted McKay negotiated with British Coal to retain the 

No.2 headgear and winding house.  These were later scheduled as Historic Monuments.  Over the 
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next 14 years, Ted and Glyn Cooper (ex-fitter) did some work on site to preserve what they could 

of rapidly disappearing mining equipment in North Wales 

In 2000, members of Shropshire Mines Trust met with Ted McKay and Glyn Cooper and the 

Bersham Colliery Trust Ltd was formed to preserve the site and coal mining remains in the 

area.  A lot of work was done inside the engine house to clean the winding engine and rooms. 

During Heritage Day in September 2000, an open day was held when a number of local people 

came to view the site 

Due to insufficient local interest the original Trust ceased in 2001.  Ted McKay 

continued to take school parties around the site for a few years until the state of the building 

became too dangerous 

In 2009, a new organisation was thus formed called North Wales Miners Association 

Trust Ltd to preserve the coal and metal mining remains in the area. The Trust is a charitable 

limited company registered with the Charity Commission. Its aims are to promote the 

preservation of remaining mine artefacts and record our mining heritage for future generations 

and also act as a pressure group regarding the preservation of other buildings such as the Mines 

Rescue Station in Wrexham. 

There is a Mobile Museum which can attend any presentation, school or event given a 

hard standing with suitable access. 

 

Trust website:    northwalesminers.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THE METAL MINES OF CWM RHEIDOL AND YSTUMTUEN 
 

Apart from our own Welsh Mines and Mining series, it has been a fair few years since a 

substantial book was published on Welsh metal mines, so we must congratulate WMS member 

Ioan Lord on the appearance of his first major work, hopefully the first of many. Published by 

the Vale of Rheidol Railway, and available at the railway’s shop, the book’s official launch was 

on 27th October.  

As we have not yet perused a copy, the press release is reproduced below to give a flavour of the 

work. 

 

‘Rich Mountains of Lead’: The Metal Mining Industry of Cwm Rheidol and Ystumtuen 

 

Welsh Mines Society 
 

Chairman :  

NEIL CULROSS "Tan y Neuadd", Cwmcamlais, Aberhonddu / Brecon, LD3 8TE. 
 

Secretary / Treasurer :  

DAVID ROE  20 Lutterburn Street, Ugborough, Ivybridge, Devon  PL12 0NG 

 

Editor:  

RAYMOND GRIFFITHS “Bryngolau”, Panteg, Fishguard / Abergwaun    SA65 9QB 
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This detailed history of the lead, silver and zinc mines of Cwm Rheidol and Ystumtuen studies 

the rise and fall of the mining industry in this often-forgotten part of the Central Wales Orefield. 

A huge number of sites have, and continue to be, bulldozed, landscaped and destroyed; sites 

which have great significance in local heritage, and which shaped and transformed mid-Wales 

forever. Very few of these local industrial sites are protected, and many more can still be saved 

and preserved out of the hundreds which are scattered across the county. This book contains the 

individual histories of each mine site in Cwm Rheidol and Ystumtuen as well as modern day 

examinations and ground-breaking underground surveys; sites which all contributed to forming 

one of the largest and most important industries which Ceredigion ever had. 

 

‘Not a person had stood at this place underground since the May of 1863, 

and many tools and artefacts lay exactly where they were left by those people from a 

bygone age. We filled in the entrance again after we left. Perhaps the time capsule of 

workings beyond are best left this way: entombed and silent, in respect of the people 

whose footprints still cover the floors, and who worked and laboured here more than 

150 years ago.’ 

 

Ioan Lord, aged 20, has been studying and exploring the old abandoned mines around 

Aberystwyth since the age of 6, and started to write this book when he was only 8.  A decade of 

further research and with the support of the Vale of Rheidol Railway who have published this 

unique academic book, Ioan has finally achieved a childhood dream and has a book which breaks 

new ground in exploring not only the history of an industrial valley which has never before been 

studied in detail, but also the lives and legacies of hundreds of men, women and children whose 

lives revolved around the mining industry. Ioan studies Welsh History at Bangor University, and 

when not working as a Guard and locomotive Fireman on the Vale of Rheidol Railway, 

volunteers in curating and exhibiting industrial museums at Corris and the Llywernog Silver-lead 

Mine at Ponterwyd. 

This book is the culmination of many years of archival research, archaeology and 

underground digs and explorations which tie in the history with some fascinating discoveries 

recently made hundreds of feet below the earth in Cwm Rheidol and Ystumtuen. It brings 

together a vast archive of old photographs and documents, maps and books which date back as 

far as 1670. It demonstrates the local and national importance of a 4,000-year-old industry, 

which deserves a much higher recognition and value. 

 

 

Front Cover : Angred Engine House, Nantymwyn Mine, 2018. (Taken 50 years after the front 

cover photo on the first edition of “Metal Mines of Southern Wales”) 
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